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Capital-stock Valuation in Tax Cases
By O. K. Burrell

Courts are called upon to make decisions involving proper
methods of capital-stock valuation in estate cases and cases in
volving the determination of taxable net income. In income-tax
cases the valuation under review is usually that of March 1, 1913.
It is impossible, for constitutional reasons, to tax income accrued
prior to the date at which the income-tax amendment went into
effect—March 1, 1913. The taxable profit upon the sale of stock
after March 1, 1913, which was acquired before March 1, 1913, is
the difference between the selling price of the stock and its cost, or
the difference between its selling price and its March 1, 1913,
value, whichever is lower. The taxpayer is thus interested in
establishing as high a March 1, 1913, value as possible. In
estate and inheritance-tax cases the taxpayer desires as low a valu
ation as possible, for the reason that the tax is levied upon the
value of the estate, or upon the value of the inheritance, depend
ing upon the jurisdiction. In both income-tax and estate cases
involving capital-stock valuation the courts usually do not affirma
tively fix a value upon capital stock, but undertake only to review
the fairness and legality of methods applied by the proper officers.
Obviously it is a very difficult matter to lay down a general rule
or method of capital-stock valuation which can be consistently
applied in all cases. The factors that make values are so intangi
ble and elusive that it is difficult to reduce them to a mathematical
formula. The value of any asset, including capital stock, may be
thought of as the anticipated future returns from the asset dis
counted back to the present at a discount rate which is largely
contingent upon the certainty of the future benefit. The so1
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called “pure interest rate,” or the rate which is paid for riskless
capital, is also a factor. In a business sense, there is no motive
for the ownership of capital assets other than the desire for future
returns. The present value of the future income is intimately
related to the certainty of realization of the income. If the future
benefit in the way of income is reasonably certain, the discount
rate used to compute present value may be low. If the future
benefit is uncertain of realization, a very high rate of discount
must be applied to estimate present value. It should be borne
in mind that the higher the rate of discount applied to future
income, the lower is the present value. Two things are necessary,
then, in order to establish the value of an asset:
(1) An estimate of the future benefits to be obtained from
the asset.
(2) Some idea of the rate of discount by which these future
values may be translated into present value.
This concept of valuation as discounted future income or bene
fit essentially coincides with the legal concept of fair market
value. Courts are much inclined to accept evidences of actual
sales as the basis of valuation when possible, but the price paid
by the buyer may be presumed to be determined in large part by
his estimate of future income. When no sale prices are available
courts have used methods of valuation for capital stock which are
in effect the discounting of future income. The determination of
the rate of discount to be used and of the amount of future income
expected is difficult. In the case of listed securities there is
in published quotations some official record of the investing
public’s estimate of these intangible value factors. There is,
however, the possibility that even the published quotation of a
stock may not be an indication of its fair market value at that
time. The price quoted may be a result of manipulation, or it
may represent the sale of a number of shares much smaller than
the block of stock being valued. The block of stock under valua
tion may represent control of the corporation, which sometimes is
valuable quite apart from any question of the stock’s intrinsic
value. An offer of a large number of shares for sale may be ex
pected to depress the price. The valuation of unlisted stock which
is closely held is a much more difficult matter. Here the court
must pass upon methods used in determining the price that a
2
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willing buyer would be willing to pay, or a willing seller to accept,
in view of the special circumstances. These special circumstances
include “the earning power of the corporation, the quality of
management, the prospects for future earnings, the proportion of
earnings disbursed as dividends,” etc. Notwithstanding the
difficulties involved, these intangible factors of value must be re
duced to a definite method of valuation and that method must be
applied to the particular situation.
When stocks are listed upon a stock exchange and quotations of
actual sales are available, or when there is evidence of bona-fide
sales in the case of unlisted stocks, courts are almost universally
inclined to accept these sales figures as a proper valuation.
*
This is true even though such sales were made in quantities much
smaller than the block of stock under valuation (Commonwealth v.
Bingham's Administrator, 196 Ky. 318).
The acceptance of actual sale figures as a basis of valuation
seems entirely proper. The best evidence of the price a willing
buyer would be willing to pay, or a willing seller to accept, is
obviously the price that willing buyers and willing sellers actually
arrive at in the market. This is the rule adopted by statute in
New York. When quotations on a stock exchange are a result of
“forced sales,” however, they do not constitute a proper basis of
valuation (Walter v. Duffy, 287 Fed. 41).
When the stock under valuation is inactive or closely held the
method is not so obvious. There seem to be two quantitative ap
proaches to valuation in this situation. The first is the book
value of the stock based upon an appraisal of the assets. This
appraisal of assets may include a revaluation of existing tangible
assets and also an estimate for goodwill, whether or not goodwill
is entered on the books of the corporation. The second is that of
capitalization of earnings at a rate assumed to compensate for the
intangible factors present. As a matter of fact the two methods
are based upon the same thing, since earning power usually forms
the basis for the estimate of goodwill. Courts have quite gener
ally recognized that earning power is the foundation upon which
valuation is based and that other considerations are important
only as they have a bearing on present or future earning power.
* See the following cases: Walker v. People, 192 Ill. 106; 61 N. E. 489; In re Smith, 76 N. Y. S.
185; Matter of Gould, 19 App. Div. 352; 156 N. Y. 423; Matter of Chamber, 155 Supp. 153; People
v. Coleman, 107 N. Y. 541; 14 N. E. 431; Matter of Kennedy, 155 Supp. 192; Mailer of Cook, 50
Misc. (N. Y.) 487; Rice v. Eisner, 16 Fed. (2d series) 358; 6 Am. Fed. Tax Rep. 6058, T. D.
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This may not be entirely true in the case of the “cash asset’’
stocks. The book value of the capital stock of a corporation
whose assets consist largely or entirely of cash, or assets which can
be quickly turned into cash, represents the amount of a possible
liquidating cash dividend. The valuation of the capital stock of a
corporation of this type could not logically be less than liquidating
value. The valuation figure could, of course, be greater than
liquidating value if it appeared that the present or prospective
earnings and dividends of the corporation were large enough to
constitute a reasonable rate of return on the higher valuation.
As a matter of fact, the current market prices of the leading bank
and trust-company shares reflect valuations several times as large
as the liquidating value of the stock of these companies. The de
ciding factor in establishing the valuation of cash-asset stocks
above book value must come back inevitably to present or pro
spective earning power.
In the case of the ordinary industrial corporation, the appraisal
of assets (except cash and cash assets) is directly related to their
present or future capacity to produce an income. In a sense,
then, it may be said that the valuation of capital stock from the
book value based upon appraisal of the assets is in essence valua
tion based upon anticipated earnings. This is particularly true
in case the appraisal of the assets includes an appraisal of goodwill.
Thus the court said In re estate of Dupignac (204 N. Y. S. 273):
“The method of valuation adopted by the courts is to ‘ascertain the
cash value of the property which the shares represent, assigning to each
share its proportionate worth.’ The book value of stock is its intrinsic
value. If there had been no sales, the assessor must necessarily fall back
upon the book value as the nearest approximation to the fair market value.
In the absence of sales the book value must be taken as the basis of com
putation. ... In arriving at the number or multiple to be used to multi
ply the average net annual profits to ascertain the value of the goodwill, I
have taken into consideration the yearly earnings and the earning power;
. . . the business sales; the increased assets; the corporate existence of 36
years; ... In the instant case, in view of all the facts, I have taken five
years' purchase as the factor as not unreasonable nor excessive and being
suitable and proper, having reference to the nature and character of the
particular business under consideration.”

It is evident that the court did not use the term “book value”
in the usually accepted business sense. Certainly few if any
business men will agree that “the book value of stock is its in
trinsic value.” Clearly, the actual valuation was in large part
dependent upon earning power of the corporation because of the
fact that earning power was taken as the basis for determining the
cash value of the goodwill.
4
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In Boyd v. Heiner (5 Am. Fed. Tax Rep. 6069) the valuation of
stock was established through appraisal of the assets including
goodwill. In this case, however, the estimate for goodwill was
reached in a slightly different way. The average of six years’
earnings was first computed. From this average annual-earnings
figure was deducted an amount equal to 8 per cent of the conceded
value of the tangible assets on March 1, 1913. The remainder of
the earnings were considered as attributable to goodwill and
capitalized at 15 per cent in order to determine a value for good
will. The estimated goodwill was then added to the conceded
value of the tangible assets and the total was taken as the value of
the company as a going concern.
*
The unsuccessful attempt of the treasury department to assess
additional income taxes upon the minority stockholders of the
Ford Motor Company who sold their stock in 1919 illustrates
very well the difficulties involved in the valuation of capital stock
which is closely held. In brief the facts were as follows: In 1919
certain minority stockholders in the Ford Motor Company were
asked to sell their stock to Henry Ford and Edsel B. Ford. These
minority stockholders had acquired their stock prior to March 1,
1913, and it was stipulated that the cost was lower than the
March 1, 1913, valuation. The taxable profit upon the sale
would have been, then, the difference between the sale price and
the March 1, 1913, valuation. For the individuals in question
the income tax would have amounted to about two thirds of
whatever taxable profit was realized. (The 1918 act did not pro
vide for the taxation of capital net gain at 12½ per cent.) Hence,
the question whether or not the offer should be accepted depended
upon the March 1, 1913, valuation. In this situation the buyers
of the stock applied to Daniel C. Roper, then commissioner of in
ternal revenue, and requested official inquiry and action fixing the
1913 valuation for the guidance of those who were asked to sell.
Accordingly the commissioner fixed a figure of $9,489.34 per share
as the fair 1913 value. The stock was then sold (at prices ranging
from $12,500 per share to $13,444 per share) and the sellers in
cluded in their 1919 returns the difference between the sale price
and $9,489.34 per share as the taxable profit on the sale. On
March 1, 1925, Commissioner Blair levied a further deficiency
assessment upon the profit from the Ford stock sale upon the
* See the following cases: Matter of Valentine, 163 N. Y. App. Div. 843; 147 Supp. 1146; Matter
of Bach, 147 N. Y. S. 289; Matter of Jones, 172 N. Y. 575; 65 N. E. 570; Matter of Laidlaw, 176
N. Y. S. 885.
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theory that the fair value of the stock on March 1, 1913, had been
$2,634 per share, thus indicating an additional profit of $6,855.34
per share. The only justification for the additional assessment,
according to counsel for the government, was that it represented
a “new and better view of the same facts” based upon a “matured
and better judgment.” This 1925 deficiency assessment was
paid, and one of the former minority stockholders, Mrs. Alice G.
Kales, brought suit to recover and was successful. The case was
appealed to the United States circuit court of appeals by the
government, and here the decision of the lower court was affirmed
(Woodworth v. Kales, 26 Fed. Rep. [2d series] 178). Another of
the former minority stockholders, James Couzens, United States
senator from Michigan, took his case before the board of tax ap
peals. This body decided that the government had the right to
reopen the question of the March 1, 1913, value of the stock, but
that the commissioner was in error in his revision of the valuation.
The board decided that the fair value of the capital stock of the
Ford Motor Company, on March 1, 1913, was $10,000 per share.
This was in effect a victory for Mr. Couzens (James Couzens v.
Commissioner, 11 B. T. A. 1040). The government recently an
nounced that neither the case of Mrs. Kales nor the case of Mr.
Couzens would be appealed further. In both cases the main
issue was the fair value, on March 1, 1913, of the capital stock of
the Ford Motor Company.
The available facts upon which the valuation was based were
concerned with the earnings of the Ford Motor Company in the
years prior to 1913, and the future growth of the concern that was
“reasonably in prospect” on March 1, 1913. The board recog
nized that the intangible factors in the situation were important
only as they related to earnings. The board said:
“ Primarily the earnings are the test of success of the past and the in
dication of the future. The other statistics . . . of production, sales, etc.,
and the description of the management and its methods and plans serve to
give depth and perspective to the earnings. . . . They are significant not
of their own weight or force but only in their relation to earnings.”

The net earnings of the Ford Motor Company, adjusted to
calendar years prior to 1913, were:
1906................................................................. $
175,615.24
1907.................................................................
1,001,767.44
1908.................................................................
1,168,953.55
1909.................................................................
3,176,007.18
1910.................................................................
4,145,901.74
1911.................................................................
7,541,493.01
1912....................................................................
14,119,989.87
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January, 1913, produced net earnings of $2,249,685.70, the
largest of any month in the company’s history, over five times
as large as earnings in the preceding January, of 1912, and
almost ten times those of January, 1911. February, 1913, with
$1,723,210.47, was three times as profitable a month as February,
1912, and over four times as profitable as February, 1911. The
experience of the company indicated that the earnings of every year
had been more than eight times the earnings of January and Feb
ruary combined; so if this experience were to be taken as giving a
normal ratio, the entire year 1913 would presumably have yielded
over $30,000,000.
The price of the Ford car had been reduced. New construction
was about to begin and “plans were afoot for producing 200,000
cars in the year 1913, instead of 75,000 which had been planned
for 1912, 80,975 which had been manufactured in that year, and
78,611 which had been sold.”
The method of valuation applied by Commissioner Roper in
1919 was to add the profits of January and February, 1913, and
multiply by 6, thus getting an estimate of the profits for the
entire year. The January and February, 1913, profit figures in
dicated a profit for 1913 of $23,837,377.02. This estimated 1913
profit was then averaged with the actual 1912 results. The
average for the two years amounted to $18,978,683.44, and this
was capitalized at 10 per cent., giving a total valuation for the
Ford Motor Company of $189,786,834.40. This figure was
divided by 20,000, the number of shares then outstanding, which
gave $9,489.34 as the March 1, 1913, value, as set by Commis
sioner Roper.
It would seem to the disinterested student of capital-stock
valuation that Commissioner Roper’s 1919 estimate was amply
conservative. The commissioner estimated the 1913 earnings of
the company by multiplying the January and February, 1913,
earnings by 6, when the experience of the company clearly indi
cated that the January and February earnings were normally
only one eighth of the year’s total. He capitalized at 10 per cent
the average of the 1912 and 1913 earnings without giving any
weight to expected future growth in earnings. It is true that a
great deal of the argument in the cases centered around the ques
tion of how much of the growth of the Ford Motor Company after
1913 was reasonably in prospect on March 1, 1913. It was neces
sary that the March 1, 1913, valuation be established in the light
7
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of the facts, opinions and prejudices which existed at that time,
and not in the light of developments that had taken place since
that date. It should be remembered that the year 1912 marked
the culmination of the “trust busting” era. On March 1, 1913,
there had been a change in political control in the United States
and a special session of congress had been announced. Tariff re
ductions were in prospect. The financial world feared radical
legislation. War clouds were gathering in Europe. There was
revolution in Mexico. These are all facts which have a bearing
on the price that a willing buyer would have paid a willing seller
for stock in the Ford Motor Company on March 1, 1913. It
must also be remembered that on March 1, 1913, common stocks
had not attained their present popularity as instruments of long
term investment. It seems evident, however, that considerable
growth of the Ford Company was indicated from the known facts.
That there had been a tremendous growth in earnings from 1906
to 1912, that the price of the car had been reduced, that orders
were pouring in at an unprecedented rate, and that economies in
production had been effected were established facts on March 1,
1913. In view of the unquestioned dynamic factors in this situa
tion, it appears that Commissioner Roper’s valuation was amply
conservative.
The treasury department, however, sought on March 13, 1925,
to assess additional taxes upon the theory that the fair value, on
March 1, 1913, had been only $2,634 per share. The method
used by the treasury department in this valuation was predicated
on the theory that the average annual income, $43,500,000, for
three years prior to the sale (1919) was to the total value at the
time of the sale, $266,400,000, as the average annual income in the
three years prior to 1913, $8,602,000, was to the fair market value
of the total stock as of March 1, 1913. This developed a total
value, as of March 1, 1913, of $52,680,000 for the 20,000 shares
outstanding, or a value of $2,634 per share. This valuation, had
it been upheld, would have resulted in a materially higher tax.
It seems obvious that this three-years’-average-earnings figure
was absolutely without significance. Consider that earnings had
increased more than 300 per cent during this short period, and
that another large increase for 1913 was indicated by the January
and February results. Was there any reason to suppose that this
three-year average represented the profit-earning ability of the
Ford Motor Company in the years following 1913?
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Later the department relied upon still another method. By
this method the average annual earnings for the approximate
three-year period ending March 1, 1913, were found. From this
figure was deducted an amount equal to 8 per cent of the con
ceded value of the tangible assets. The remainder was considered
as the earnings attributable to intangibles and was capitalized at
15 per cent. This resulted in a valuation for intangibles of
$48,438,235.67. This was added to the conceded value of the tan
gible assets, $22,518,635.02, and the result was a valuation for the
20,000 shares outstanding on March 1, 1913, of $70,956,870.69, or
a value of $3,547.84 per share.
The attitude of the court and the board of tax appeals toward
the formula-inventing activities of the department seems sound.
The court held in the Kales case that the commissioner had no
authority to change the March 1, 1913, valuation fixed by his
predecessor in office unless there was evidence of fraud or mistake
as to the facts upon which the valuation was based. No fraud or
error as to facts was claimed by the department. The board of
tax appeals held in the Couzens case that the commissioner had
the authority to reopen the question of March 1, 1913, value, but
that the commissioner was wrong in his revised valuation and
that the fair market value of the stock of the Ford Motor Com
pany on March 1, 1913, was $10,000 per share. The valuation
fixed by the board, it will be noted, is very close to the $9,489.34
valuation fixed by commissioner in 1919. After reviewing the
earning capacity of the Ford Company and its prospects for
future growth as they appeared on March 1, 1913, the board very
sensibly said:
“ We are of the opinion that the fair market price of the stock owned by
this petitioner in the Ford Motor Company on March 1, 1913, was at the
rate of $10,000 per share. While we have not arrived at this value by the
application of any mathematical formula, because we believe there is no
authoritative formula available, we have given careful consideration to the
several methods suggested in the course of the trial and have not been
unmindful of the aid to be derived from the use of such tests.”

American courts are traditionally reluctant to set up their
judgment of capital-stock value as superior to the judgment of a
purchaser in good faith. In case no sales are available as a guide
to value, however, the primary factor given consideration is that
of future earning power.
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Accounting for the Fur Trader
By Leopold Frankel

Carlyle tells us that “the first spiritual want of a barbarous
man is decoration.” Modern civilization has given expression
to this want of our ancestors until today we hear, “ It is too cold to
sell summer furs.” What is it that moves present-day women to
make great personal sacrifices in order that they may wear furs in
July?
In prehistoric times fur was used to protect mankind from the
rigors of the winter months. At a later date it became an article
(and sometimes a medium) of exchange between tribes. Today
it is a means of embellishment, and few women think themselves
fashionable who do not exhibit the art of the furrier.
This cultivated desire on the part of women has contributed
very largely to the expansion of the fur industry. Translated
into business volume, the satisfaction of this feminine desire,
according to the reports of the United States department of com
merce, has resulted in an increase in the value of the products in
the fur-goods industry from 43 million in 1914 to 254 million in
1925, and has made the American fur-manufacturing industry by
far the largest in the world.
The growth of this nascent industry has been so rapid that the
trader, dresser and dyer, manufacturer and retailer alike have
failed to observe those fundamental principles of operation and
control which the older industries have learned at such great cost.
With the birth of several trade associations, with a greater under
standing acquired by the banks and the public accountants who
draw their clientele from among the traders, the industry has only
quite recently taken to the idea of control.
When one considers that few industries present the spectacle of
such marked and abrupt price vibration—$5.00 per skin one
season, $20.00 the next—that a single fur piece may cost several
hundred dollars, the necessity for accounting control of the several
activities of the fur dealer becomes unmistakably self-evident.
To outline in detail the forms and procedure common to most
businesses, which may be found in any good handbook, seems
needless repetition. Accordingly, it is the purpose of this article
10
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to indicate the salient accounting practices peculiar to the fur
trader’s business which represent a departure from those practices
found in other industries.
ORGANIZATION

The corporate form of organization, for obvious legal and
economic reasons, is the most popular type of organization found
in the fur trade. Not infrequently, however, the partnership or
sole-proprietorship operates successfully. The securities, almost
invariably common capital stock, are very closely held by the
corporate owners and their families.
Form 1 indicates the structure of the corporate organization.
Stockholders
and
Directors
President
and
General Manager

Buying

]

Selling

-

Stock Control

Financial

Assorting,
Grading and
Pricing

House

Receiving

Accounting

Converting

Local

Shipping

Credits and
Collections

Assorting,
_ Grading and
Pricing

Consignments
and
Inventories

Out of
Town

Bookkeeping

Form 1

Organization Chart

At the head of the organization is the general manager, who
animates and dominates the whole “works.” His duties take
him into every department of the business, whose parts he co
ordinates so that it functions efficiently.
Buying. Raw furs are obtained from one or more of the follow
ing sources: purchases from trappers for cash or on domestic
letter of credit; purchases at auction, which are paid for as the
merchandise is withdrawn; purchases from other traders on open
account, by giving a trade acceptance or by the transfer of cus
tomers’ acceptances; and importation of furs from foreign coun
tries by means of a foreign letter of credit.
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Assorting, grading and pricing. Upon receipt of furs, they are
assorted and graded as to surface appearance and as to size, and
the probable selling price is fixed. This is a most important and
responsible function and requires of the employee the ability to
make nice discriminations.
Converting. Sometimes skins are sold in the “raw.” More
frequently, however, their salability is enhanced by dressing and
dyeing, pointing or blending, according to the demands of the
trade or the dictates of fashion. These processes are performed
by outside contractors or bailees, as they are known to the law.
Because the demand for a given fur may cease almost overnight
and because of the element of cost known as interest on invested
capital, time consumed in processing as well as price turns the
scale in favor of one dresser and dyer over another.
These bailees have no title to the merchandise whose appear
ance they change, but they have a lien for the work and labor
performed. To impress a trust on them such as the law will
recognize and enforce, and to prevent confusion with the skins of
others, dealers mark their skins. When they are to be sent out
for dressing the skins are struck with a perforating hammer,
bearing the initials of the firm. Should they be sent out for
dyeing, the firm’s stamp on the leather side suffices to identify
them.
Assorting, grading and pricing. After a lapse of from three
days to two weeks, depending upon the season of the year and the
character of the fur, the skins are returned by the dresser or dyer.
This time they are subjected to a more thorough assorting and
grading, and they are tested as to pliability and softness. A
selling price is then fixed which includes the cost of this processing.
Selling. Sales are principally local—to other dealers, to manu
facturing furriers and to retail furriers. The terms vary accord
ing to the class of customer. Retailers enjoy abundant business
during two seasons of the year: spring and fall. Accordingly, the
maturities of the bills they purchase are fixed for the late spring
and the late fall when funds will be available to meet them.
Manufacturers are in funds in the early summer and early winter,
and hence their paper is dated so as to fall due in those seasons.
Dealers’ terms have already been sufficiently indicated under the
caption “Buying.”
Stock control. A perpetual inventory controls the movement of
all merchandise. Each “buy” of skins is given a lot number;

12
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then the lot of skins is subdivided according to their quality,
which in turn is based upon the price they will fetch. Sections
of the stock on hand are compared with the perpetual inven
tory twice weekly. In addition, frequent excursions to other
houses give the management the information it needs intelli
gently to mark up or mark down the selling price theretofore
fixed.
Financial. The financial duties of the enterprise are frequently
delegated to the general manager. Sometimes, however, the
treasurer, credit man or office manager will look after this depart
ment. These gentlemen often work in conjunction with the
public accountant, who is looked upon as a financial Solomon.
Financial arrangements with banks are usually made before
opening an account. Since the bulk of the trader’s assets are
current, he receives preferential consideration from bankers on
short-term paper.
PRACTICES AND FORMS

Purchases at auction. At stated periods each year sales are held
at auction. Trappers, dealers, importers and others send their
furs to the auction block in order to benefit from the higher prices
made possible through open competitive bidding. These sales
are held under conditions of sale, stated in the catalogue, which
both the shipper and purchaser by implication accept as a part
of the contract of sale or shipment. With the drop of the
hammer, indicating that a certain purchaser has been successful,
rights and liabilities spring into existence.
Title vests at once in the purchaser, except that the auctioneer
has a lien on the merchandise for the unpaid purchase price as well
as charges which may have accrued thereon. The auctioneer
does not warrant the quantities or descriptions of merchandise in
the catalogue. If merchandise is withdrawn by the purchaser
on or before “prompt day,” the lots so withdrawn must be paid
for at the bid price together with an auction fee of one half of one
per cent and a lot charge at the rate of twenty-five cents a lot.
After “prompt day,” the withdrawal of merchandise is subject
to the following additional charges: interest, an additional one
half of one per cent auction fee, storage and insurance. When a
sale is consummated, the shippers of merchandise pay the auction
eer a commission for his services at the rate of five per cent of
the sale value.
13
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In the better and more conservative view, this phase of the
business is handled on the books of account as follows:
When merchandise is purchased at auction,
Purchases
To accounts payable—auctioneer

for the total amount of the purchase price.
When some or all of the lots are withdrawn
Accounts payable—auctioneer
Interest
Sundry buying charges
To cash

When merchandise is shipped to be sold at auction, it is handled
on the books in the same manner as a consignment. (See pages 15
and 16.)
Importing of furs. Furs are imported with the assistance of a
banker, who by letter of credit agrees to honor drafts up to a given
amount on condition that the bills of lading be made out to his
order and delivered to him together with the consular invoice.
A copy of this letter is forwarded to the exporter, who attaches
thereto the documentary bills of lading and discounts them at his
bank. The draft, with documents attached, reaches the New
York banker, who accepts or pays the draft according to its tenor.
When the merchandise reaches New York, the documents are
usually surrendered to the importer in trust, the latter executing a
trust receipt to the banker. Until payment is made in full the
banker has a first lien on the imported goods. When and as
payments are made, the banker permits withdrawals from the
warehouse.
In a transaction of this character, it is needless to state that the
banker must protect himself against a possible fluctuation in the
value of the imported merchandise. This he does by insisting
upon a deposit of cash or collateral to the extent of twenty-five
per cent of the value of the goods.
The journal entries for the dealer covering a typical transaction
are as follows:
To record the receipt of a letter of credit and the giving of
a deposit thereon
Letter of credit
To cash
Foreign drafts payable to banks
To record the purchase of merchandise against letter of credit
Purchases
To letter of credit
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To record the withdrawal of merchandise
Commissions and other charges
Foreign drafts payable to banks
To cash

Consignments. A dealer may think that he has an outlet for a
particular fur and yet may not desire to incur the obligation
therefor by purchasing the same. Accordingly, he approaches
another dealer who has this fur in stock and takes it on consign
ment. The selling price to the consignee is not the regular
selling price, but is somewhat higher in order to reflect this free
dom from obligation which he enjoys. If he succeeds in selling
it he has it charged to himself. Failing in this, he is by the custom
of the trade obliged to return the furs thus taken on memorandum
within three days. Neither party intends that title pass in
praesenti. To carry out this intention and to afford the consignor
needed protection, the following form has been worked out:
Submitted for Inspection Only
A. B. Company
Fur Traders

No___________

New York______________________

To______________________
This merchandise is forwarded to you for inspection and remains the prop
erty of the A. B. Company and is at your risk against fire and burglary. Title
does not pass until a regular invoice is rendered.

Quantity

Description

Price

Unit

Total

Form 2
Memorandum of consignment

To prevent the substitution of skins or price tags, while furs
are out on consignment, the fur merchant strings the skins and
seals the ends by either “plumming” or “clamping.” Either
method accomplishes the desired result, namely, protection
against sharp practices.
A practice so common and so frequent as shipping merchandise
on consignment must have accounting safeguards placed around
15
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it. Control, therefore, is exercised by the use of the following
books:
A. Duplicate consignments,
B. Return consignments,
C. Consignments retained,
D. Consignees’ ledger

A single transaction will serve to illustrate the operation of
these books: John Doe, on the 15th of July, 1929, took on con
signment $1,000 worth of skins and on the same day decided to
keep one bundle of them priced at $450, returning the others.
1st step: John Doe is billed in the duplicate-consignments
book in the amount of $1,000.
John Doe—consignee...................................................... $1,000
To consignments.........................................................
$1,000

2nd step: John Doe is given a credit memorandum in the sum of
$550, through the return-consignments book:
Consignments...................................................................
To John Doe—consignee...........................................

$550
$550

3rd step: A notation is made in the consignments-retained
book to the effect that John Doe has retained $450
of the merchandise sent to him under consignment
No......... :
Consignments...................................................................
To John Doe—consignee...........................................

$450

$450

Of course, at this point, John Doe will be charged through the
regular charge-sales book for the merchandise retained by him:
Accounts receivable—John Doe...................................
To sales.........................................................................

$450
$450

Perpetual inventory. It has previously been shown that when a
lot of skins was graded and put into stock its selling price was
ascertained by making the fairest possible estimate. This selling
price now finds practical application in the scheme of costing used
on the perpetual-inventory sheets. A specimen sheet is shown
on the following page.
The cost per skin is determined by dividing the total estimated
selling price into the total cost, thus:
$1,417.80
------------ equals .67035
$2,115.00

This quotient, .67035, is then used as the multiplier of the selling
price total found on each line. When they have all been multi16
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A. B. COMPANY
Fur Traders
Lot No. 61

Leopards

Line

Quantity

Estimated
selling
price each

Total
selling
price

Cost
Total
(Mult.
.67035)

S old

Cost
each

1

17

$40.00

$680.00

$455.83 $26.81

2

25

35.00

875.00

586.54 23.46

3

14

30.00

420.00

281.55 20.10

4

2

15.00

30.00

20.12 10.05

5

3

10.00

30.00

20.12

6.70

6

16

5.00

80.00

53.64

3.35

Total

77

6/14/29 77
6/16/29 77

Date

Quan.

—

$2,115.00 $1,417.80

Recapitulation of costs
Leopards—C. D. Co........... $1,314.80
Dressing—X. Y. Co............
103.00
Dyeing..................................
Pointing...............................
Blending...............................
Total.................................

$1,417.80

Form 3
Perpetual-inventory sheet

plied, the total of the individual cost totals will, within a few cents,
exactly equal the recapitulated cost.
It will be observed that this form, besides controlling the stock
on hand, also lays a foundation for the costing of all sales as made
and makes possible the preparation of monthly profit-and-loss
statements without going through the ceremony of taking stock.
Acceptances on hand, discounted and transferred. Perhaps
three quarters of the business done is paid for by the dealer’s own
acceptances or those of his customers. How shall this enormous
quantity of negotiable paper be accounted for and protected
from depredation?
17
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All negotiable instruments and negotiable documents of title
should be under the control and responsibility of one person: the
one who is in charge of the finances of the fur merchant. Im
mediately upon the receipt of an acceptance the essential facts
found thereon are typed in duplicate on form No. 4 below.
One is filed alphabetically as an acceptance on hand. The other
is filed according to due date, four days prior to the date of matu
rity, in order that seasonable notice may be given the customer,
who is expected to make arrangements to meet his obligation.
The form for memorandum of acceptances is as follows:
Due
Bank

Customer
Address

Invoices covered:
—

Maker
Address
Dated
Period

Trans. Date
Disc. Date
Paid Date

To
At
By

Endorsers:
Form 4
Memorandum of acceptances

If an acceptance is transferred, discounted or paid, such dis
position is noted on the form and a transfer is made from one
file to another. At all times, therefore, the file of acceptances
on hand will represent those actually in the company’s safe or
vault; the file of acceptances transferred will indicate the com
pany’s contingent liability on such as have been transferred to
creditors; last, the acceptances-discounted file will reflect the
company’s secondary liability to banks. When transferred or
discounted acceptances are paid, the memorandum therefor is
placed in the paid file.
The following journal entries give expression to the procedure
outlined above.
Upon transfer to a creditor:
Accounts payable
To acceptances transferred

Upon discount at the banks:
Cash
Bank discount
To acceptances discounted

When these acceptances are paid:
Acceptances transferred
Acceptances discounted
To acceptances receivable
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Another method of handling acceptances receivable is some
times encountered, which deserves some space. Two ledger
pages are used for each customer. On one will be found the
amount due on open account; the other will reflect the unpaid
acceptances. This method has the merit of being more compact.
It preserves the classification which has been described and
at the same time affords the credit department useful informa
tion.
Finally, a word of caution in handling acceptances may not be
amiss. Under the negotiable-instruments law, a thief can convey
good title to a bona-fide purchaser for value to an instrument
complete on its face. The merchant will do well, then, not to
indorse negotiable paper until the time for negotiation is at hand.
Credits and collections. Experience in the trade has taught
credit men a lesson—not to place complete reliance upon the
reference of a bank or a competitor. Not infrequently good
references are given in cases where the credit-seeking concern is
not even entitled to an indifferent one. The reasoning behind the
good reference runs somewhat as follows: “If my debtor is finan
cially sound, then to recommend him to some other creditor is
just and proper; but if he is a bad risk to say that he merits credit
will spread the risk among a greater number.”
This reasoning, the product of a small mind, is prima-facie
fallacious, first of all because the terms arranged with the refer
ence-seeking seller can not be known to the firm giving the refer
ence. Any security given the last-named creditor must impair
the equity of all prior creditors who may happen to be unsecured.
Second, the customer already “heavily sold”—burdened with
inventories that are much heavier than his capital can stand
—does not help, but rather hurts his solvency by incurring ad
ditional liabilities. That last purchase may prove to be his last
straw.
Over and above all this, the credit man must cope with a condi
tion inherent in the business itself and thus outside of his control;
that is, the long terms of credit which prevail. These credit
conditions, as already indicated, are part and parcel of the seasonal
character of the industry. This makes it practically mandatory
for the seller to accommodate the buyer so that the maturity of the
bills he purchases falls when the buyer has completed the cycle of
his operations. The seller must, in a word, “gather his rosebuds
while he may.”
19
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In these circumstances the greatest caution must be exercised
in the extension of credit. Between the request for credit and the
granting thereof, four steps are taken which may be likened to a
pyramid. At the base is the customer’s statement of financial
condition. This statement, if it is to have any legal force and
effect as a representation of a present or past material fact, must
be signed by the customer. The next step finds the credit man
supplementing this statement with information obtained from the
reports of the trade association. Another short step, and we see
him utilizing the services of the mercantile credit agencies.
Finally, at the apex, capping it all, is the interview with the
general manager who after a fair examination of the findings of his
subordinates either approves or rejects the application for credit.
ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL

Daily capital report. In the hands of the intelligent executive,
the daily capital report is perhaps the most important administra
tive tool. Just as no mariner should attempt to sail the high seas
without a compass, so no trader should attempt to operate with
out taking his bearings daily through the medium of the daily
capital report.
A. B. Company
Fur Traders
Daily Capital Report
Date......................................

Balance
Quick assets:
beginning
Cash
Acceptances receivable
Accounts receivable

Additions

Deductions

Balance
end

Total
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable
Notes payable
Acceptances payable
Acceptances receivable discounted
Acceptances receivable transferred
Total
Excess ________________________________________________________

Form 5
Daily capital report

It is almost elementary to say that it is a wise policy for a corpo
ration to maintain a cash position adequate to meet emergencies,
such as a tightening of the money market. Yet this financial
axiom is found disregarded perhaps as often as it is observed.
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The report shown on preceding page indicates to the trader the
low water mark beyond which it were better to sail with ballast
in the form of liquid capital. The total quick assets should at all
times be in excess of current liabilities. The report has the virtue
of guiding the management, informing it when to cease incurring
liabilities, when it is proper to expand them.
Measuring demand. Fortunately for the supply of a given fur,
fashions, tastes and demands change from season to season and
sometimes within a season, thus permitting the replenishment of
that fur. This changing taste is of the utmost importance to the
trader. When shall he buy? When sell? Demand for a partic
ular fur passes through the “life cycle”—it is born, it matures and
it dies. The yardstick with which he measures this demand is
the report of the number of calls made each day in his place of
business for different types and grades of furs. Armed with this
weapon, he can detect at once any falling off in demand.
The form is as follows:
A. B. Company
Fur Traders
Report of calls during the month of July, 1929
Day of month

1

2

3

4

5

7

6

8

9

Form 6
Report of daily calls
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28

29

30

31
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Sales, purchases and inventory. In addition to the foregoing,
daily reports inform the management of the progress in the selling,
buying and stock departments. These reports take the following
form:
A. B. Company
Fur Traders

Daily sales report for the month of July, 1929

Day of month

Sales this day

Sales
accumulated

1
2
3
4
28
29
30
31

Total

Form 7
Daily sales report
A. B. Company
Fur Traders
Daily purchases report for the month of July, 1929

Day of month

Purchases this day

1
2
3
4

28
29
30
31

Total

Form 8
Daily purchases report
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A. B. Company

Fur Traders
Daily-stock-on-hand report
for the month of July, 1929

Day of month

Inventory
beginning

Add
purchases

Deduct
cost of sales

Inventory
end

Form 9
Daily-stock-on-hand report

In a day that is marked by “hand to mouth ” buying, the report
of daily stock on hand is the keynote to successful operation.
As the problem of interest on invested capital becomes clearer to
the buyer it will be necessary for the dealer to expand or to shrink
his inventories to conform to the buyer’s demand or lack of it.
STATEMENTS

Preparation. At the close of each month, expenses are accrued
or deferred; officers’ salaries and depreciation are booked. The
losses from bad debts come to a considerable sum and so an ade
quate reserve should be set up. An examination is made of the
physical inventory and the loss in value of any obsolete or de
preciated stock is added to the reserve-for-depreciation-on-stock
account.
Balance-sheet. In the main the balance-sheet of the fur trader
follows that of any other mercantile establishment. But atten
tion should be directed to several matters. First, unmatured
acceptances discounted and unmatured acceptances transferred
should not be deducted from acceptances receivable and the net
on hand shown, because to do so gives an erroneous impression of
the firm’s current financial position; it is more sound, in the writer’s
23
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opinion, that they should be set up as current assets and current
liabilities.
Second, merchandise imported by means of a foreign letter of
credit but still either in transit or not withdrawn from the ware
house is as much a part of the merchant’s inventory as if phys
ically present in his vaults. It should, therefore, be so indicated.
A typical balance-sheet follows:
A. B. Company, Inc.,
Balance-sheet, July 31, 19....
Assets
Current:
Cash on hand and in banks.................................
Notes and accounts receivable:
Acceptances receivable on hand....................... $
Acceptances discounted—unmatured................
Acceptances transferred—unmatured...............
Accounts receivable—not past due....................
Accounts receivable—past due...........................

8,288.58
42,493.88
50,616.62
52,747.85
20,450.89

Less: reserve for bad and doubtful accounts.. .

$174,597.82
9,098.00

$ 10,437.48

165,499.82

Inventories (at cost):
Stock on hand..................................................... $ 72,649.13
Consigned with auctioneers.................................
2,566.78
Consigned with customers.......................................
13,388.33
Letter of credit for imported merchandise
(in transit).....................................................
10,000.00

Less: reserve for depreciation on stock

$ 98,604.24
6,600.00

Other:
Deposits and security............................................... $
Building and loan shares (at cost).........................

500.00
750.00

Total current and other assets............................

92,004.24

1,250.00
$269,191.54

Fixed:
Safes, vaults and fixtures.......................................... $ 4,855.45
Office furniture and fixtures....................................
1,822.50
$

Less: reserve for depreciation

6,677.95
2,091.22

Net fixed assets.....................................................

4,586.73

Deferred charges:
Prepaid expenses, interest and insurance.............

192.80

Total assets............................................................

$273,971.07
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Liabilities
Current:
Notes and accounts payable, etc.:
Notes payable to banks........................................... $15,000.00
Acceptances payable—trade creditors................. 29,480.66
Acceptances receivable—discounted.................... 42,493.88
Acceptances receivable—transferred................... 50,616.62
Accounts payable—trade creditors......................
9,621.64
Foreign draft payable to bank.............................
7,500.00 $154,712.80
Accrued liabilities:
Interest, taxes and salaries....................................

1,690.00

Total current liabilities..........................................
$156,402.80
Net worth
Capital stock—common.................................................. $75,000.00
Surplus—February 28, 19.........
33,337.18
Profits for five months to July 31, 19.........
9,231.09
Total net worth.......................................................

117,568.27

Total liabilities and net worth..............................

$273,971.07

Exhibit A

Profit and loss. The executive in charge of operations should
be given only such information as he needs efficiently and eco
nomically to conduct the business. During any given month the
sale of certain furs will be active while others, quite large in
number but not in volume, will be relatively dormant. Accord
ingly, an analysis of the trading profit should show the active furs
itemized, while the dormant furs will be grouped under “sundry.”
A form of profit-and-loss statement appears on the following
page.
Expenses in every department of the business are more or less
fixed; summaries by departments, then, seem to be all that the
executive requires. Such expenses as are not directly chargeable
to the several departments are charged to general administrative
expense. Although the itemized departmental expenses do not
form a part of the monthly report, nevertheless the accountant
should be familiar with them. Schedule B-2 (page 27) shows
them in detail.
Annually, or oftener if requested, a statement should be drawn
showing the percentage of expenses to sales and to cost of sales.
These should be compared with prior years and any irregularities
or abnormalities disclosed should become the subject of comment.
[Note.—The writer wishes to express his gratitude to Mr.
David Lovinger of New York for supplying some of the basic
material of this article.]
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A. B. Company, Inc.
Condensed statement of profit and loss for the month of July 19.. .and
for the five months ending July 31, 19....
Five months ending
Month of July 19....
July 31, 19. . . .
Sales........................................
$51,781.50
$237,445.21
Cost of goods sold:
Inventory at beginning . . $ 98,173.77
$ 46,228.53
Purchases...........................
34,754.55
231,716.76
Dressing..............................
2,256.84
9,340.80
Dyeing................................
414.21
2,335.32
Total................................. $135,599.37
$289,621.41
Deduct:
Inventory at end..........
92,004.24
92,004.24
Cost of goods sold................
43,595.13
197,617.17
Gross trading profit..............
$ 8,186.37
$ 39,828.04
Expenses:
Buying................................ $
248.00
$ 1,215.50
Selling.............
784.19
2,925.00
Stock...............
682.95
2,632.34
General administrative.. .
2,558.64
12,044.56
Net financial management
2,463.97
11,779.55
Total operating expenses
(see schedule B-2). . .
6,737.75
30,596.95
Net operating profit....
$ 1,448.62
$ 9,231.09

Exhibit B
A. B. Company, Inc.
Analysis of gross trading profit for the month ending July 31, 19....
Gross profit
Amount Percent.
Cost
Sales
Description
Foxes:
Silver................................... . .. $ 4,443.00 $ 3,702.00 $ 741.00 16.6%
502.89 29.4
1,199.61
1,702.50
Cross...................................
135.00
6.5
1,957.50
2,092.50
Kam Red...........................
162.00 25.2
480.00
642.00
Brown.................................
30.00
9.5
285.00
315.00
S. A. Kit Plat....................
467.64 10.5
4,455.00
3,987.36
Beavers...................................
150.00 18.5
660.00
810.00
Jap Martens..........................
842.31 19.0
3,582.69
4,425.00
Leopards.................................
171.24 30.3
564.00
392.76
Baronduki & Countduki.. . .
9.9
249.75
2,283.75
2,533.50
Summer Ermine....................
1,545.00
540.75 1,004.25 65.0
Kid..........................................
258.00 11.8
1,935.00
2,193.00
Iowa Mink.............................
150.00 20.0
600.00
750.00
Black Seals............................
92.46 10.4
797.64
890.10
Hudson Seals.........................
6,627.21 1,940.79 22.6
8,568.00
Grey Persian..........................
6.8
356.85
4,921.65
5,278.50
Black Caraculs......................
3.9
146.85
3,666.15
3,813.00
Black Russ Caraculs............
8.3
30.00
330.00
360.00
Badger....................................
62.25 12.0
457.50
519.75
Bears.......................................
5.2
120.00
2,214.00
2,334.00
Black Broadtail.....................
573.09 16.2
3,547.65
2,974.56
Sundry....................................
Total................................... ... $51,781.50 $43,595.13 $8,186.37 15.8%

Exhibit B-l
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A. B. Company, Inc.
Analysis of operating expenses
Month of
July 19

Buying:
Salaries and wages.................. $ 200.00
Supplies........................................
8.50
Stationery and printing.............
2.50
Traveling......................................
25.00
Sundry..........................................
12.00

Five months ending
July 19.. ..

$

Total.........................................
$ 248.00
Selling:
$
Salaries and wages.................. $ 150.00
321.00
Commissions................................
Advertising..................................
90.00
35.10
Delivery........................................
96.09
Traveling......................................
35.25
Sundry..........................................
Entertaining................................
56.75
Total.........................................
Stock:
Salaries and wages.................. $ 225.00
35.00
Supplies........................................
331.83
Insurance and protection..........
Depreciation of safes and vaults
50.00
16.50
Stationery and printing.............
24.62
Sundry..........................................

784.19

Total.........................................
General administrative:
Officers’ salaries......................
$1,000.00
400.00
Rent..............................................
435.00
Salaries and wages of office....
90.69
Telephoneand telegraph............
77.97
Light and heat.............................
Depreciation furniture and fix
31.30
tures ......................................
75.00
Professional fees..........................
Corporation taxes.......................
108.00
Stationery and printing.............
12.45
Sundry..........................................
328.23

682.95

960.00
72.00
16.00
125.00
42.50

$ 1,215.50
750.00
948.10
268.68
514.89
178.17
85.10
180.06
2,925.00

$ 1,120.00
142.28
820.56
300.00
75.80
173.70
2,632.34

$ 5,000.00
2,000.00
2,085.00
437.15
293.07

166.50
375.00
425.00
50.91
1,211.93

12,044.56
2,558.64
Total.........................................
Financial management:
$ 934.71
Sales discount.......................... $ 93.36
1,250.00
Credits and collector’s expenses.
237.50
9,508.00
Bad debts..................................... 2,071.00
740.96
153.82
Interest .........................................
$12,433.67

Total......................................... $2,555.68

Deduct:
Purchase discount...................
Interest income.......................

406.22
247.90

52.25
39.46

Total.........................................

2,463.97

11,779.55

Total operating expenses. . . .

$6,737.75

$30,596.95

Schedule B-2
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Accounting for Granite Quarries
By Francis C. Derby
Although some quarriers of granite operate manufacturing
sheds wherein the rough stock is made ready for its particular
place in a building, bridge or other structure, most quarriers of
memorial or monumental granite sell the rough stock to manu
facturers whose craftsmen transform it into a thing of lasting
beauty.
This article is confined to the quarrying part of the business,
and does not attempt to present in detail an accounting system
for a granite quarry, but rather to consider some of the distinctive
features of the business and the principles involved therein.
Rough granite is sold on a cubic-foot basis, and therefore all
costs are computed and kept on that basis. A thorough survey
of a quarry by competent engineers is of major importance, for
in no other way can a trustworthy estimate of the number of
units or cubic feet of granite in a quarry be obtained. By di
viding the cost of the quarry by the number of cubic feet of
granite contained therein, the first cost per cubic foot may be
obtained.
However, the only time the granite is actually measured is
when it is ready for shipment to the buyer, and the quantity
shipped may vary materially from the quantity extracted from
the quarry. The item of waste, which in the granite business is
called “grout,” may be a negligible factor in some quarries, such,
for instance, as those which manufacture paving blocks, but it is
a very important factor in others. In quarries which produce
the best quality of monumental granite, the waste runs as high
as eighty-seven and one-half per cent. In other words, only
one eighth of the granite in the ground is recovered and sold.
This high percentage of waste is explained by the fact that at
least five sides of nearly every stone quarried for monumental
purposes must be free from defect. In producing granite for
building purposes, however, it is obvious that if one face is free
from flaw—the only face to be exposed in the finished structure—
much granite that would be rejected for memorials can be re
claimed.
In some quarries near larger cities, the waste granite, or grout,
is crushed and sold for road work. Grout is good material also
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for such purposes as ballast in railroad construction, but the cost
of handling and transporting it in most quarries is so great that
it is not salable and quarriers are glad enough to give it away to
get it off their property without cost. Fortunate, indeed, is the
quarryman who owns plenty of land on which to store waste
granite. Grout piles in size resemble small mountains and the
cost of removing them, if this becomes necessary, is an item of
no small magnitude.
For the benefit of those who are not acquainted with quarry
operations, a few words relative thereto may be appropriate.
Granite in a quarry is loosened in quite large blocks. Deep holes
are drilled, where the break or “split” is desired, by compressed
air from a central compressor plant. Black powder is used for an
explosive in order to get a heaving effect. Dynamite shatters
the granite and its use would increase the percentage of waste
materially. At best, however, some granite is blown away and
falls into the pit or quarry bottom. The loosened block is then
hoisted to the surface where, if necessary, it is drilled and split
or otherwise fabricated into “random” or ordered sizes. The
broken, shattered granite which has fallen into the pit is hoisted
to the surface in buckets by derricks, where it is conveyed by
overhead carriers, tramways or company-owned railways to the
grout piles. Quarries are usually kept free of loosened granite,
although in some quarries it is allowed to accumulate in the pit
or quarry bottom because it acts as a cushion for the large blocks
of granite which are blasted out from a height, and substantially
lessens cracking and splintering.
Many quarriers believe it impracticable to attempt to measure
the waste granite. One must concede, however, that when it
may amount to seven-eighths of a quarry it is a very important
factor. It should be apparent that in cases where the grout or
waste granite is not measured, one must rely on the judgment of
quarry men of wide experience or competent engineers for an
estimate of the percentage of waste. With this determined, it is
necessary to multiply by the proper amount the number of units
recovered, in order to obtain the number of cubic feet removed from
the quarry. With this result one can readily compute the first cost
per cubic foot of granite sold and the amount to charge against
operations and credit to the reserve-for-depletion account.
Some quarriers in the Vermont district have quite recently
attempted to measure the waste granite—usually by converting
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weight into cubic feet. A comparison of the results with the
method just outlined has shown this to be feasible, practicable
and entirely worth while, losses from waste having been reduced
by from five to ten per cent.
The next item of cost is that for quarry development. From
time to time, the quarry walls become nearly perpendicular and
the granite which is readily available to a derrick becomes
exhausted. It is then necessary to move the derrick further
away from the quarry opening, remove the soil overlying the
granite and in other ways make available a new supply. Some
times tracks and overhead carriers must be moved. The soil is
usually removed with steam shovels and ordinarily a develop
ment project in a good-size quarry at any location or derrick runs
into thousands of dollars. The cost of development work should
be charged to an account captioned “Quarry development,
derrick No.------ ,” an asset account listed under the deferred
charges, and should, of course, be applied to the granite which
it makes available.
The larger quarries keep several derricks in operation at the
same time. Each derrick and the section of the quarry in which
it is operated is in charge of a foreman, and the direct costs of
operating each section should be kept entirely separate so that
physical advantages or disadvantages and efficiency or in
efficiency may be readily observed. Development work is not
carried on over the entire quarry at the same time and so the
cost on each section or at each derrick can and should be kept
separate. When a development project at a derrick is com
pleted and the cost of it is determined, it is necessary to divide
the cost by the number of cubic feet uncovered or made available,
which, of course, must be carefully measured by a competent
engineer. As granite made available by each development
project is produced, made ready for shipment and measured, the
number of cubic feet thus produced should be multiplied by
the proper amount as in determining depletion costs, unless the
grout is measured, to find the number of cubic feet extracted
from the quarry, which, multiplied by the development cost per
cubic foot of granite uncovered, gives the development cost per
foot produced and the amount to charge against operations and
credit to “Quarry development, derrick No.------.”
The other direct costs in quarry operations are labor, repair
parts, supplies and certain depreciation, all of which are kept
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separate for each derrick. The labor item is subdivided for
foremen, engineers, pit labor and surface labor. Pit labor
represents principally drilling and allied operations and removing
grout. Surface labor represents these same operations, loading
cars and other handling of granite. The supplies are explosives,
exploder caps, fuse, etc., and the depreciation represents wear
and tear on equipment used for direct quarrying operations only,
such as derricks, buckets, etc.
During ordinary times, quarriers do not, as a rule, carry large
stocks of finished granite, known as “saw blocks,” “random,”
or “granite stores,” on hand except in the winter months. In
other words, granite is not removed from the quarry during the
spring and summer months, except in negligible quantities, unless
there are orders for it on hand. This fact makes a check of the
cost statements readily possible, because at the end of more than
half the months of the year there is practically no salable granite
above ground or in “stores.” The percentage of waste granite
increases materially when the quarry is penetrated by frost and
operations are considerably more costly when the quarry is
covered with snow and ice. Quarriers, therefore, begin during
the early fall months to stock random and marketable sizes to
an extent which it is estimated will carry them until the frost
leaves the quarry in the early spring. Operations continue, but
are somewhat slower.
There is so little processing to rough granite that no accounts
are kept for “Granite in process.” Strictly speaking, the proc
essing begins with drilling in the quarry, but the quarry or pit
work, with the possible exception of clearing away grout, is
practically completed each day. When the loosened block is
hoisted to the surface it is sometimes immediately loaded on
cars and shipped to the customer. At other times, it requires
further splitting because most orders are for sizes smaller than
that of the block. Furthermore, the shape of the block is not
always such that it is marketable without some processing. But
here again the processing takes only a short time and is practi
cally completed at closing time each day. Thus any granite on
hand at the end of a month is “finished” and in “stores.”
The indirect costs in quarrying are the expenses of operating

1. A blacksmith shop wherein chains and other equipment
are made and repaired,
2. A sharpening shop wherein drills are made and sharpened,
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3. A carpenter shop wherein ladders and stairs for the quarry,
pulleys, etc., are made and repaired,
4. A machine shop wherein machinery is made and repaired,
5. The power plant,
6. A railroad or other carrier, for hauling grout from the quarry
to the grout piles, granite from the quarry to the main
line, etc.,
7. A railroad “jitney” or auto truck. This is used for carry
ing sharpened drills and other tools to the various derricks.

The expense of operating each of the foregoing is divided into
the following classifications: Operating labor, repair labor, repair
parts, supplies, fuel, electric power and sundries. Expenses are
prorated according to the number of cubic feet recovered and
shipped or put in stores.
All supplies are charged to “Stores control,” placed in a stock
room and issued by clerks on requisitions made by the foremen
and approved at the superintendent’s office.
Quarrying is deemed a hazardous business by insurance com
panies and the item of liability insurance is one of the most
important expenses. It should, of course, be charged to the
various departments by applying the effective rate to the pay
rolls.
Much more could be written on the subject of accounting for
granite quarries. Only a few days ago a well known business
man and quarry executive in conversation with the writer ex
pressed the opinion that the lack of accurate knowledge of costs
in this industry was far more conspicuous than in any other with
which he is acquainted. It is hoped that the few points covered
in this article may prove helpful to those interested.
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Costing Public Accounting Engagements
By C. William Wittman, Jr.

The establishment of the accounting profession was the out
growth of the age-old custom of checking books for the purpose of
discovering or safeguarding against irregularities. In the begin
ning very little of the work was constructive. However, in the
early days of the profession, the devising and installing of cost
systems and the revision of so-called systems already in existence
constituted a large part of the public accountant’s constructive
work. Even today, there is hardly an accountant in public
practice who is not called upon either to install or revise cost
systems.
Many cost systems in use today are the results of the account
ant’s endeavor to educate the manufacturer to the necessity and
advantages of accurate costs. Most manufacturers are alive to
the necessity of taking advantage of improvements in productive
methods and scientific inventions, but at the same time these
manufacturers have been slow in adopting suggestions offered by
accountants with reference to the determination of operating costs.
The progressive executive is not satisfied with yearly deter
mination of costs, the accuracy of which depends upon the care
with which the physical inventories are taken and priced. He
does not want to guess throughout the year the probable results
of operations, and once each year have this guess confirmed by a
disclosure of profitable operations, or have the guess proved false
by actual losses. He does not wish the sum total of his knowl
edge of operations embraced in one conclusion. Why then should
not the progressive accountant be desirous of determining more
frequently than once each year the cost of conducting his practice
and his net profits?
Cost accounting is a branch of general accounting whereby the
three elements of cost (material, labor and overhead) are com
puted for the product made or service rendered in such manner
that the management can obtain accurate and prompt informa
tion regarding the activities of the business and can exercise in
telligent control over them. General accounting shows merely
the total net profit or loss of a business as a whole, while cost
accounting discloses the profit or loss on each unit. For public
accountants, the unit is the engagement. How many public
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accountants have applied to their own business the principles of
cost accounting which for years they have urged upon their
clients, and how many determine the cost and net profit of each
engagement as it is concluded?
The first record prepared by the public accountant as a part
of his system of finding “job costs” is an engagement memoran
dum. As engagements are obtained, memoranda should be pre
pared disclosing the date of contract or agreement, client’s name
and address, character of engagement, fees to be charged and
any other data pertinent to the particular work. Upon comple
tion of an engagement, the date and amount of invoice to the client
and the invoice number are entered on the engagement memo
randum. Since these memoranda should be numbered as the
engagements are obtained, after completion of the work they are
filed numerically. A cross index to engagement numbers is made
available by filing the working papers numerically according to
engagement number and by maintaining an alphabetical index,
by clients, of all engagements.
Most firms require their employees to prepare time reports,
or at least they should, because these reports are the source of
information from which clients are billed for engagements at per
diem rates, and they are one of the sources of the cost data.
There are many different periods at which time reports are pre
pared, but a very convenient plan is to require their submission
on the tenth, twentieth and last days of each month.
These reports should show on the reverse side the daily time,
in hours, devoted to each engagement, with a brief description
of the character of work performed. They should also contain a
record of traveling expenses incurred on out-of-town engagements.
The front of the time report is a summary of the daily informa
tion on the reverse side. It should show the engagement number,
client’s name, number of days, and/or fractions of days devoted
to each engagement, traveling expenses, total productive days,
total general office time and unemployed time. In some in
stances the number of working hours constituting a day is eight,
while in others it is seven. For present purposes, seven hours
may be considered as a day’s time, and all time on a given engage
ment will be charged on this basis. The time reports should be
filed alphabetically, by periods.
In order to accumulate the time of all employees chargeable
to a given engagement, the details of the front side, or summary,
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of time reports are entered on a client’s time record (see form 1,
page 40). There is little on this form that requires explanation.
The initials represent the persons giving time to the engagement,
while the figures under the initials are the days consumed, i. e.,
5-3 means 5-3/7 days, 0-3 means 3/7 days, etc.
At the end of each month the time of each person and the time
of all persons for each period are added and proved. This
computation is the basis for issuing invoices to clients at the
agreed fees. The column headed “Cost” will be explained later.
After the invoice is issued, the client’s time record should be
filed with the duplicate copy of the invoice: before doing this,
however, it will be necessary to determine the per-diem costs of
all the firm’s employees.
A suggested form of per-diem costs is presented as form 2
(page 41). The total productive days on this form are taken
from the time reports; the salaries and overhead expenses from
the ledger accounts and underlying records. The total expenses
shown on this statement should be in agreement with the differ
ence between total expenses on the current trial balance and
total expenses on the preceding month’s trial balance of the
firm’s books.
It will be observed that the overhead is distributed on the
basis of salaries. This may be criticized, because the highersalaried employees are charged with the largest amounts of over
head. But if the overhead is distributed on the basis of pro
ductive days, then the persons who have the greatest number of
productive days will bear the largest amount of overhead—this
seems even more inequitable than the salary basis. In any event,
practically all overhead distributions, while in many instances
they are presumed to be made on one of the many so-called
scientific bases, are for the most part arbitrary. The salary basis
of distribution will, therefore, serve the present discussion. A
certain amount of the time of branch managers and stenographers
will be unproductive because of attention to miscellaneous general
office routine, and therefore a percentage of these salaries should
be charged as overhead.
At this point the query arises as to the method of determining
costs of time of partners or branch managers whose compensation
is a participation in the firm’s net profits, or who have a salary
and in addition a profit-sharing agreement with the firm. A
similar question is what shall be done about the individual practi35
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Per-diem costs
June, 1926
For the month

Total
Average
Expenses for June
productive
cost
Name
days
Salary
Overhead
Total
per diem
Daves, D. H...................
18 $ 208.33
$ 77.99 $ 286.32
$15.91
Hendrix, J. A................. .
23
188.65
259.21
70.56
11.27
Johnson, D. F................
29
262.50
98.17
360.67
12.44
Leonard, C. D...............
22
300.00
112.20
18.74
412.20
Hanning, P. B................ .
34
250.00
93.50
10.11
343.50
Singer, F. T....................
24
162.50
60.77
223.27
9.30
Timms, E. M.................
27
275.00
102.85
13.99
377.85
16
175.00
Branch manager—½ ......
65.45
15.03
240.45
Average cost—accountants 193
41
Average cost—stenos.. .

$1,821.98
95.81

$681.49
35.83

$2,503.47
131.64

$12.97
3.21

Average cost—all.......... .

$1,917.79

$717.32

$2,635.11

$11.26

234

Overhead—for the month
Accumulated average cost—year 1926
Salaries—proportion of:
Accountants:
Branch manager—
$175.00
To May 31,
Stenographers—⅔. .
191.61
1926 .... 752 $10,186.39
$13.55
—
June, 1926 193
2,503.47
12.97
—
—
—
$366.61
General expense..........
71.00
945 $12,689.86
$13.43
Office rent....................
150.00
Office supplies..............
94.15 Stenographers:
Telephone and teleTo May 31,
graph.........................
20.56
1926 .... 133 $ 431.66
$ 3.25
Traveling expenses.. . .
5.00
June, 1926 41
131.64
3.21
— — —
Depreciation................
15.00
—
174 $ 563.30
$ 3.24
$717.32
$11.84
All........... . . . 1,119 $13,253.16
—
37.4%
Overhead percentage. .

Average productive days per man, per month
June, 1926............................................ 24
1926 to date......................................... 22
Form 2

tioner who draws no salary. In each instance, for cost purposes
at least, a salary should be set up at a monthly rate of the ap
proximate cost to employ a competent person in a similar capacity
on a straight salary. This is especially applicable to individual
practitioners because many of them have entered individual prac
tice after spending some time, although perhaps only a training
period, with a firm of public accountants. While on the staff they
were paid a monthly salary, regardless of their productive time.
If such persons had chosen to leave the accounting profession
to accept private employment, the change of employment would
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have been made at an increased salary. It is, therefore, suggested
that the person who enters individual practice in such circum
stances would be unfair to himself unless he charged his business
with a salary greater than that which he received from the public
accounting firm. To do otherwise would be to ignore the progress
one has made as a result of his changed employment.
To revert now to costing the engagements, upon completion
of the per-diem cost statement (form 2), the cost of all productive
time for a given month should be computed. These costs are
determined by applying the average costs of time of all account
ants for the month against the total time of these accountants
on each engagement, and by a similar computation for the
stenographers; the aggregate cost of all employees being entered
on the client’s time record (form 1) under the column “cost.”
The cost of each engagement for a given month, thus determined,
is scheduled and the sum thereof should agree with the total ex
penses for that month as disclosed by the per-diem cost statement.
After this costing process the total cost of completed engagements
is determined by adding the monthly figures in the “cost” column
of the client’s time record, and then this latter record is filed with
the duplicate copy of the invoice issued to the client. The total
cost of each completed engagement deducted from the fees
charged gives the net profit from each engagement.
On this basis one may prepare a statement which reflects the
wisdom of the public accountant and his skill in administering the
affairs of his practice. That statement is here called “Fees
accrued, and profit or loss on each engagement” (see form 3,
page 43). The method of calculating the cost and net profit of
each engagement, just explained, should be exercised on the dupli
cate copy of the invoice. Then the net profit or loss from the
engagement should be entered on the statement “Fees accrued,
and profit or loss on each engagement.”
It is the policy of most accountants to record in their books as a
credit to fees and a charge to the client the amount of fees on
each invoice as mailed—or rather monthly, thus maintaining the
books on an accrual basis. The traveling and other expenses
will have been charged direct to the client as reported. Under
these conditions, the costing process and the resultant profit or loss
on engagements are subject to an accurate proof. Briefly, the
proof is the adjustment of the surplus and profit accrued at the
close of a given month so that the adjusted result will agree with
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Fees accrued, and profit or loss on each engagement June, 1926
Total
Fees
Profit
invoice
Invoice
or
entered
including
number
Client
(loss)
expenses
35.47
64.29 $
64.29 $
301 Cooper and Company........ .. $
34.17
119.29
169.48
302 John Doe Company...........
89.43
161.43
161.43
303 Monarch Oil Company.. . .
7.00
15.00
15.00
304 Johnson Bit Company. . . .
265.14
456.14
556.18
305 John Moore and Sons........
(15.00)
250.00
310.00
306 Trya Lumber Company. . .
Non-charge time:
(20.00)
A. B. C. Company.........

Totals........................... .. $ 1,276.38 $ 1,066.15 $

199

Adjustments
F. M. Smith and Company:
reduction of invoice............

$

50.00 $

396.21

50.00

Total for June, 1926.............................. $ 1,276.38 $ 1,016.15 $ 346.21
Total this year to June 1..................... 22,000.00 20,000.00 10,000.00

Total 1/1—6/30, 1926..........................
Total all years prior to 1/1, 1926.........

$23,276.38 $21,016.15 $10,346.21
5,153.79
11,000.00 10,000.00

Total all periods to 6/30, 1926.............

$34,276.38 $31,016.15 $15,500.00

Proof of engagement profit
Surplus—January 1, 1926.......................................... $ 2,000.00
Net profit accrued—June 30, 1926............................. 12,000.00
Costs of uncompleted engagements at June 30,
1926.......................................................................
1,500.00 $15,500.00

Percentage of profit based on fees
1926 to date............................... 49.23%
All periods to date.................... 49.97%

Form 3

the accumulated net profit from engagements as shown by the
statement “Fees accrued, and profit or loss on each engagement.”
This computation is nothing more than the addition to surplus
and current accrued net profit (as shown by the books) of the
sum of accumulated costs of uncompleted engagements taken
from a schedule of these costs based on the client’s time record
(form 1).
After all this—and it requires little time each month to make
available data of extreme importance to the accountant—he can
then view monthly the trend of his business. This final state
ment answers for the accountant the important questions: Have
I been wise and prudent in my policy of obtaining new engage
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merits by competitive bidding, and as a consequence accepting
engagements for a fee considerably smaller than my competitor’s?
Are my net profits on fees, both as to amount and percentage,
sufficient for the capital invested and the time devoted to my
business? Is my staff properly balanced, i. e., is there a proper
distribution of seniors and juniors? Who are my most costly
men, and why do they cost more than others? What causes the
fluctuations in my per-diem costs, and how do these costs com
pare with those of other accountants? Have I justified the prac
tice of taking engagements at a loss, or at a return slightly in
excess of cost with the hope (rarely realized) of increasing the fees
or building up goodwill? Have I vindicated the policy of main
taining a large staff because of a great volume of work at a small
percentage of net return, or would my business prosper by reduc
tion of staff and obtaining increased fees which really are meas
ured by the value of my service? These questions and many
others can be answered intelligently if the accountant will take
time to prepare and study the statements discussed.
Much has been said, and even more written, about the destruc
tive force of competitive bidding. Most reputable firms concede
that the practice is inimical to the best interests of the profession.
But now it is possible to go a step further and confirm this con
sensus by weighing the financial results of engagements obtained
through competitive bids. The accountant should not be satis
fied with “some net profit” on his fees, but should compute the
percentage of profit on each engagement, because only through
this can he build up profits by eliminating unprofitable engage
ments.
One finds accountants everywhere taking engagements at
ridiculously low fees with the prospect of later increasing these
fees on repeat engagements, and, moreover, with the idea that
such practice establishes goodwill. In the first instance it is
absurd to work for less than cost, for it is highly improbable that
subsequent engagements from the same client will return increased
fees. The age has not yet arrived when all business executives,
and even many bankers, are fully aware of the many and varied
valuable services rendered by the public accountant. As a con
sequence we hear the cry that accountants’ services already are
too costly. It is rare to find a manufacturer or merchant selling
his goods below cost, or slightly in excess of cost, except as a last
resort, when perhaps his capital is frozen in slow-turning or
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obsolete stock. But the accountant is unlike the manufacturer
or merchant; he does not have goods to turn over, and certainly
he should not have frozen capital or services. The answer to the
unfounded theory of building up goodwill by taking engagements
at reduced fees is that goodwill is never established by carrying
on business at a loss. It is created by rendering a valuable service
to a satisfied client at a fair return for the service. There are
many large manufacturers distributing commodities throughout
the whole world, but their goodwill and well known reputation
are built up through profits—their annual statements show this
almost without exception.
The profession is now concerned with the difficult task of
bringing about a change from the calendar year to a fiscal year
which is the natural business year of many enterprises. Until
this is accomplished, the accountant’s practice will be seasonal, and
there will be months during the summer when his productive
time is at a minimum. This situation results in low per-diem
costs during the heavy season of the first few months in each year,
and increased costs thereafter. This condition can be adjusted,
in a measure, by an arrangement with the client to audit the books
periodically throughout the year instead of auditing the entire
twelve calendar months at one time. Whatever is done, the
costs will be greater during the period of least activity. All
seasonal businesses are confronted with the same condition. A
few of them have endeavored to keep the monthly costs uniform
by application of the moving average. But it is believed that
this is unnecessary for the accountant, because his costs should
not fluctuate very materially. Then, too, a large part of the high
costs on a given number of engagements will be offset by lower
costs, especially in those cases where the audit is “kept current.”
All those accountants who for years have devoted considerable
time to their clients’ costs, and have attempted to show their
clientele wherein costs are excessive, wherein economies can be
effected, and in what instances long-established policies are
unwise and costly, should set out to determine the same vital
elements of their own practice. They should begin to feel the
pulse of their practice and adopt such corrective policies as will
enable them to chart the course of their professional activities.
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EDITORIAL

The first break in the ranks of past
Waldron Holmes Rand presidents of the American Institute of
Accountants occurred on November
25th when Waldron Holmes Rand died at his home in Massa
chusetts. Mr. Rand was president of the Institute from Septem
ber, 1918, to September, 1920, that crucial time at the end of the
great war when the country, all the world indeed, was struggling
to its feet. He was active in the affairs of his state society also
and served that organization as president and in other official
capacities. In practice he followed the principle which is, per
haps, most ideal. He preferred a comparatively small but care
fully chosen clientele and his relationship with clients was direct
and happy. But everyone who knew him—and who in the pro
fession did not know him well by reputation if not in person?—
will remember him first as a fine example of what a professional
gentleman should be. He was as well loved as any member of
the Institute. His invariable cheeriness, his catholic friendliness,
his faithful adherence to what he believed to be right, his daunt
less defiance of age—these are the things which are written in the
book of his life. His going leaves a void which will remain. For
all such men as he the world should be grateful. They serve well
and wisely, and when they pass to the undiscovered country they
leave a memory of pleasantness and peace.

The American Institute of Accountants
To Promote Selective
and The Century Company of New
Publication
York have entered into an agreement
which will have a substantial and, we believe, beneficent influence
upon the future literature of accountancy. By the terms of a con
tract signed by both parties on November 30, 1929, the Institute
undertakes to encourage the writing and editing of technical
works and the publishing company assumes the duties involved
in production, selling and distribution. The contract is com
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prehensive and seems to include every needful provision which
will make possible a plan of publication that will be eminently
desirable. In the early days of accountancy there was a lamen
table scarcity of authoritative texts, and the desire to supply the
wants of accountants led authors and publishers into a somewhat
unreasoning and indiscriminate activity. As a result a good deal
of almost worthless stuff has issued from the presses to the detri
ment of the many worthy volumes which have appeared from
time to time and to the utter bewilderment of the buying public.
Whenever there is a cataract of publication, as there has been
lately in accountancy, innocent but attentive folk are in peril of
being overwhelmed. How can anyone not gifted with an
inspired sense of relativity be expected to know when to buy and
when to refrain from buying? Inasmuch as such inspiration is
rare, the truth is that nearly every accounting office has in its
library, however limited, many a book which serves no purpose
other than to stop a gap to keep the wind away. Most of the
reputable publishing houses have restricted their lists to avoid
the unworthy, and as time goes on the foolishness of publishing
merely for the sake of publication will impress itself upon even
the most fecund sources of literature. There has been, however,
and probably will always be demand for a system of book publica
tion which by its nature will tend to exclude everything that lacks
a sound reason for existence. This does not mean that the plan
now under discussion will conflict in any uncommon way with the
efforts of other publishing concerns; but when a house of the
unexcelled reputation which The Century Company has enjoyed
a generation or more and a professional organization of the high
standing which is the unchallenged right of the American Insti
tute agree that a text is worth publication it seems wholly justi
fiable to conclude that such a book should be read and retained for
future reference. Many members of the Institute have urged
the adoption of a more inclusive and vigorous scheme of book
publication, but heretofore the way has not seemed clear. Now,
plans have been carefully considered and are to go into effect at
once. A policy of liberal royalties has been adopted. The long
established selling organization of The Century Company is well
equipped to reach the potential buyer. The prestige of the In
stitute and the known integrity of The Century Company offer
an earnest of good results. The business should be profitable,
but whether great returns accrue or not the venture is to be com
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mended as the means to a rigidly selective method of publication.
The agreement affects all books published by the Institute and its
subsidiary companies but does not apply at present to The Jour
nal of Accountancy or the Bulletin of the Institute. They will
continue to be published by The Journal of Accountancy, Incor
porated, which, as readers doubtless know, is owned by the
Institute.

At the risk of a charge of too frequent
Verification of Finan
reference to a matter of current interest
cial Statements”
it seems necessary to add something
to the comments, which appeared in The Journal of Account
ancy for December, 1929, concerning the pamphlet Verification
of Financial Statements, written by the American Institute of
Accountants and issued by the Federal Reserve Board first in
May last year and subsequently reprinted to meet the constant
demand. If apology for returning to the subject be needed, let it
be found in the vast importance of a standard to which practice
should adhere and from which departure may be measured.
Evidence of the cordiality of the profession’s welcome to the newly
revised pamphlet has recently been given by the Washington
(state) Society of Certified Public Accountants. The full text of
the society’s resolution on the subject appeared in the Bulletin
of the American Institute of Accountants, December 16, 1929.
In general effect the Washington resolution is similar to one passed
by the California Society of Certified Public Accountants in July,
1929. The principles laid down in the pamphlet for the guidance
of accountants are adopted in the same way and stress is laid
upon the importance of observing the instructions which the
pamphlet contains. The resolution of the Washington society
reads in part as follows:
Resolved, that the Washington Society of Certified Public
Accountants determine that the minimum requirement for certi
fication of financial statements shall be the standards set forth in
the said pamphlet entitled Verification of Financial Statements
(revised May, 1929); be it further
Resolved, that if said minimum requirements have not been
observed in preparing said statements, each member of the Wash
ington Society of Certified Public Accountants responsible for
such certificate shall indicate on the balance-sheet or include in
the certificate appended to said statements such qualifications as
are necessary to show clearly wherein any of the items appearing
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in said statements have not been satisfactorily verified; be it
further
Resolved, that a copy of this resolution be forwarded by reg
istered mail to every holder of a certified public accountancy
certificate issued by the state of Washington; be it further
Resolved, that an appropriate committee of the Washington
Society of Certified Public Accountants be empowered to adopt
rules and regulations for the carrying out of the intent and spirit
of this resolution, including the right to consider complaints and
recommendations to the board of directors thereon; and be it
further
Resolved, that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to such
committee or association of the bankers of the state of Washing
ton as will provide for information to the bankers of the state of
the action here taken.

The authors of the pamphlet must feel
Standards to Protect
a deep sense of gratification at the
Profession
almost universal approval which their
work has encountered. During the course of many discussions
which have taken place there has been unstinted praise, and while
some accountants may hesitate to pass resolutions of formal and
unqualified adoption it seems clear that the profession is ready
to support the recommendations. As a further indication of the
nature of the reception accorded the instructions it is interesting
to learn that there has been only one letter received by the
Institute in which serious exception is taken to any of the recom
mendations. The hearty approval given by groups of account
ants is probably based upon two main considerations. In the
first place the profession doubtless recognizes that the pamphlet
is an utterance of the best thought of some of the leaders in
accountancy, and there is a laudable desire on the part of practi
tioners as a whole to follow the example of men who are acknowl
edged to be of high standing. There is, however, another senti
ment which animates accountants in their willingness to adopt
standard forms of practice. We refer to the protective effect
which such forms produce. It may seem at first glance that any
definite programme involves shouldering a heavy responsibility,
but, on the other hand, it appears that where there is no pro
gramme the practitioner is really carrying an even greater burden,
for he then has no defense other than his personal opinion, which
may be good or bad. As an illustration, let us consider for a
moment the position of an accountant who is called upon to
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explain, perhaps in a court of law, why he has done certain things
and left undone others. In cross-examination counsel for the
opposing side will be able to turn to textbooks, magazine articles
and other written matter which will be made to appear in direct
antithesis to the opinions and acts of the accountant. There
has been so much said and written about the principles of
accountancy and their application to specific conditions that it is
possible to find opinion for and against almost any conceivable
theory. It is usual to see counsel tables in court piled high with
accounting textbooks which are brought there for the purpose of
demonstrating authority, whether the authors be competent or
incompetent. In such circumstances the accountant may be
somewhat embarrassed when he attempts to justify his own pro
cedure in contravention of the imposing array of written words.
But when there is something in print such as the pamphlet Veri
fication of Financial Statements, written by unquestioned author
ity and published by high official sanction, the accountant who
has followed the instructions in such a publication is fortunate,
for he can point with confidence to his authority and there is not
a court in the land which will ignore that authority as an ade
quate defense.
The protection afforded by the exist
ence of standards may be further illus
trated by a hypothetical interview be
tween an accountant and a board of directors. Everyone who
practises law, engineering or accountancy is somewhat familiar
with the difficulties which may present themselves in reconciling
the business notions of a directorate with the professional ethics
which seem to the practitioner imperative. One may suppose
that an accountant is requested by a board of directors to gloss
over some signs of weakness which a full report would reveal.
The directors probably say that these things are signs only and
that inasmuch as the affairs of the company are in satisfactory
condition it would be unfair to draw attention to little possibili
ties which will never become realities. If the accountant has no
standard by which to support his contention he may be placed
in an awkward position and be compelled to withdraw from the
case. But when the accountant can point to rules laid down for
his guidance and can demonstrate that the profession as a whole
follows such rules it is most improbable that any board of directors
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with the slightest claim to respectability will attempt to induce
a radical departure from standard practice. It will be seen,
therefore, that while rules, instructions, programmes or whatever
they may be called do imply the assumption of a burden of
responsibility they relieve the practitioner of a far heavier load
and make his going easy.

One of the perennial annoyances which
Time of Filing Income
interferes with the practice of account
Reports
ancy is uncertainty as to the attitude of
the department of internal revenue when questions of the time of
reporting arise. There seems to be no valid reason why the
department should place obstacles in the path of orderly practice,
but it is true that from time to time someone in the bureau seems
to lose sight of the great inconvenience which may be caused by
apparently unimportant changes in the rules. The department
recently issued a mimeograph, No. 3759, which so seriously threat
ened to obstruct the accountant or other representative of the tax
payer that the matter was brought by the committee on federal
legislation to the attention of the executive committee of the
American Institute of Accountants. A letter of protest was sent
by the Institute to the commissioner of internal revenue and a
reply was received promptly. We quote the following extracts
from the letter of protest and from the commissioner’s answer,
which appeared in the Bulletin of the American Institute of
Accountants published December 16, 1929. The protest reads as
follows:
“Members of the American Institute of Accountants view with
much apprehension the instructions to collectors relative to
extensions of time for filing income-tax returns contained in mime
ograph No. 3759.
“As you are doubtless aware, public accountants are entrusted
by a large number of their clients, both corporate and individual,
with the work of preparing or reviewing their federal income-tax
returns. In many instances the accounts of the year are not
finally closed until they have been audited by the accountant.
In some cases the accountant is required to write up the books of
account and prepare the accounts of the client. This latter work
is done principally for individual taxpayers, and in practically all
cases the client prefers that the work be done at one time.
“Unfortunately for accountants, the bulk of their work is con
centrated within the first two or three months of the year, and it is
the general experience of accountants that because of the increasing
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difficulty in obtaining temporary assistants during the busy
season, it is becoming more burdensome each year to accomplish
the work in the required time.
“ In arranging the work in the busy season, precedence is given
to the auditing of accounts which have to be presented to stock
holders at annual meetings which are to be held in the early part
of the year. The auditing of accounts which do not require to be
submitted until later on in the year is naturally deferred, so also
is the work of writing up and preparing accounts of individual
clients. This being the case, it is evident that the preparation of
the tax returns of the last mentioned group will of necessity be
delayed. Hence, extensions in these cases have, in the words of
mimeograph No. 3759, been ‘habitually’ requested.
“So long as the conditions described above exist it will be neces
sary for accountants to continue to request, on behalf of their
clients, extension of time for preparing and filing a large number of
their returns.
“The Institute therefore trusts that you will see your way clear
to advise collectors of this condition of affairs and to instruct
them to grant the desired extensions when requested by reputable
accountants.
“If such extensions are not granted the result will be that
returns, without supporting schedules, will have to be filed on the
basis of estimated income and deductions. Then, at some later
date, an amended return will be prepared, showing the correct
taxable net income and the difference between the tax computed
on this basis and on the first-mentioned basis will be paid by the
taxpayer.
“So far as administration is concerned, it is certain that the
state of affairs resulting from the filing of preliminary and amended
returns will be much worse than that which has apparently caused
the issuance of mimeograph No. 3759.
“The executive committee of the American Institute of
Accountants is so impressed by the importance of this matter that
it has ordered this letter written and signed by the Institute’s
executive officers.”

The commissioner of internal revenue, in his reply addressed to
the president of the American Institute of Accountants,
acknowledged receipt of the Institute’s letter and said:

“You are informed that an extension of time will be granted
as heretofore when there is an urgent necessity shown by the
taxpayer for an extension of time for filing his returns. You will
appreciate the fact that the government operates on the budget
system and much depends on the payments received during the
March filing period for financing during the remainder of the
year. It is not practicable nor advisable to issue instructions to
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collectors of internal revenue to grant an extension of time in
every case upon a request for an extension. Each case must
stand on its merits and there must be a real reason for granting
an extension of time. I feel sure that in those instances where
the request is reasonable the collectors of internal revenue will
recommend favorable action.”
There is no doubt some force in the com
Nothing is Gained by
Refusing Extensions missioner’s contention that the pay
ments of income-tax during the March
period are needed to carry on the operations of government, and
it is readily understood that postponement of a substantial por
tion of the March payments might cause inconvenience. But the
commissioner seems to lose sight of the other side of the question.
An accountant is not going to ask for an extension of time simply
for the pleasure of making a request. There is nothing particu
larly entertaining in the operation. Furthermore, the account
ant is always anxious to file tax returns as soon as possible. It is
to his advantage to get the matter out of the way at the earliest
moment. However, he can not perform his duties to his clients
if the whole mass of tax preparation is to be condensed into the
period preceding March 16th. It is to the interest of government
and taxpayer alike that the returns of income should be properly
and accurately prepared. The commissioner says that there
must be a real reason for granting an extension of time. We think
there is a real reason for asking an extension of time and that seems
sufficient reason for granting it. The reply of the commissioner
is not satisfactory, and perhaps its most undesirable feature is
found in the last sentence. When he says that he feels sure that
collectors will grant an extension “in those instances where the
request is reasonable” he opens the door to infinite misunder
standing. Collectors of internal revenue may invariably be the
most judicial of men, but who is to say that this case is reasonable
or that case unreasonable? Discretion is not the better part of
an officer’s duties. The collector of one district may differ from
the collector of another district as to the meaning of that elastic
word “reasonable.” It is to be hoped that in spite of the com
missioner’s recent letter means will be devised which will produce
ready response to requests for extensions. It is of the utmost
importance to the machinery of taxation that there be coopera
tion between all parts of the machine. Throwing pebbles of
annoyance into the gears does not facilitate operation.
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While on the subject of taxation, it is
pleasant to refer to the recent reduction
in the rate of federal income-tax. Any
reduction in taxation is acceptable in itself, but the present relief
is peculiarly noteworthy on account of its non-partisan enact
ment. One must go back to the days of the war to find a prece
dent. Then, in the stress and turmoil, party lines were obliter
ated and for the most part men voted for the good of the country;
but with the coming of peace came also politics and the altruism
of 1917 gave place to the selfishness of all the succeeding years.
It required the urge of an administration probably the most non
partisan in the history of the country to encourage congress to act
nationally. A reduction of one per cent in the rate of taxation
is a considerable stimulus to commerce and industry, but of even
greater significance is the way in which the reduction was
authorized.
A Parliamentary
Paradox
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Conducted by the Special Committee on Terminology of
Institute of Accountants

the

American

The special committee on terminology has received the following communi
cation which can be answered only in part, as many of the principles in
volved lie outside the committee’s domain.
“Now that we have our new ‘Verification of financial statements’ including
an improved model for the form and contents of balance-sheets, this conversa
tional writing is offered in the hope of provoking an improvement in the termi
nology of the balance-sheet.
“ Certain terms become stereotyped and petrified and we forget that there
may be better terms to use or fear to use a better term because of the mental
bricks that may be hurled at us.
“Consider ‘balance-sheets.’ If the word balance refers to the arithmetical
equation of two sides of the document it has little significance. If balance
refers to the fact that the document is composed of balances taken from a ledger
it has but slightly more value. The word ‘ sheet ’ means little. Are we willing
to continue to denominate the culmination of our scientific endeavors, our
‘crowning glory,’ a sheet? The term ‘balance-sheet’ has the advantage of
brevity but as the title of our most important document can it not well have a
word or two more for the sake of dignity? For the title of a book or an article
about George Washington it would not be dignified or respectful to use ‘ G. W.’
even if that abbreviation were so commonly used that every one knew its
meaning.
“I therefore vote for ‘Statement of financial condition.’
“The next item in the document is ‘assets.’ This, too, is too short. The
most important characteristic of the assets is their value which is set opposite
each item. Therefore, why not complete the heading by using ‘ Asset values ’?
“ Consider the group:
Cash:
On hand
In bank
“ Is cash strictly ‘ on hand ’? It may be in a drawer, in a box, in a safe, or on
the way from the bank. Why use a figure of speech or metaphor when we have
plenty of terms that exactly and directly describe the asset, as, for instance,
‘owned,’ or ‘in our possession’? Again, is the balance in bank really cash?
Most of the balances in banks are lent out by the bank. Would not ‘ credit at
bank ’ be more exact ? This group may then be shown thus:
Ready funds:
Cash owned
Credit at banks
“Consider ‘accounts receivable’ and ‘notes receivable.’ These accounts
and notes have already been received. What is receivable? Is it not money
or its equivalent? Then suppose we portray the great expectations in this
group as follows:
Funds (or moneys) receivable:
From customers—open accounts
“
“
notes
“
“
accounts past due
“
“
notes
“
“
Accruals (rent, royalty, interest, etc.)
Less: reserves for
Debts uncollectable (non-collection)
Discounts, etc., allowable
“In the above ‘accruals’ are included, as they are in the form of accounts
and notes. I dislike to use the word ‘bad’ in describing debts. The word
‘ uncollectable ’ indicates why the loss in value may occur. I wish there were a
term that would mean ‘ Debts that may prove to be uncollectable.’
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“Under the heading of inventories material is described as ‘raw,’ which is
not an attractive word. It smacks of uncooked meat, fruit or vegetables not
ripe. Furthermore, what in some concerns is called raw may have gone
through several processes of manufacture and may pass to another concern and
again go through several processes. In this group occurs ‘ Material on hand ’
and 'Goods on hand.’ I have already mentioned my preference for a better
term than ‘on hand,’ but may not ‘on hand’ be superfluous altogether? In
stead of ‘ Less payment on account ’ I prefer ‘ Less payments received ’ or simply
‘Less, received $ . . .’ I do not think that ‘on account’ is necessary. The
group would then appear thus:
Inventories:
Materials for manufacture
Goods in process
Uncompleted contracts
Less: received
Goods manufactured by us
“For the above group’s last item the word ‘ finished ’ might not seem to apply
strictly when, as often is the case, the goods are to be used in further manufac
ture by others. Following this item might also be shown the item ‘Merchan
dise purchased for sale,’ and ‘ Merchandise consigned and in transit.’
“As to ‘Other current assets,' some of the items in this group may not move
for years. If this group is intended to include assets that may quickly be
converted into cash I would favor as its heading, ‘ Other assets quickly con
vertible,’ which would probably be shortened in time to ‘ Quick convertibles.’
“ Regarding ‘ Marketable securities,’ I presume that this term is intended to
be broad enough to include various types and that in a given instance bonds
would be shown separately and stocks separately, etc. Unconsciously some
people might infer that the securities are shown at market price because of the
use of the word ‘marketable.’ I would favor indicating whether the value is
cost or market price, etc.
“The next two items are described as “Indebtedness” and I presume it
will be shown whether the indebtedness is in the form of accounts or notes.
As the title of this group and total line include the word ‘ current ’ it may not
be necessary to use that word again after ‘ Indebtedness of affiliated companies.’
“ Under ‘ Investments ’ I also assume that, where practicable, it is to be shown
in what forms the securities and indebtedness exist.
“Next, consider ‘Fixed assets.’ The two principal meanings of the word
‘ fixed ’ for our purposes are immovable or stationary and attached or affixed,
but some of the items in the group are movable and not attached. Even a
building can be moved. It seems to me that the main characteristic of this
group is its permanency. In many instances the word ‘ plant ’ could be used,
or, perhaps, ‘ Permanent plant.’ I favor the following for this group:
Permanent plant:
Land
Buildings
Machinery
Tools, equipment
Delivery equipment
Office equipment
Patterns, drawings
“ One who invests in the stocks or bonds of a company has a right to know the
method of valuation of the larger items, whether at cost, at market price, or
otherwise, and he also has a right to know how much, if any, appreciation has
been added. Appreciation is generally a considerable amount or it would
not be added. When appreciation has been added to buildings, machin
ery and equipment the management may be tempted to decrease the rate of
depreciation on the old or cost value and also to charge off depreciation on the
added value at a low rate, thus also claiming a longer life for the assets without
notice to those investing in that concern’s stocks or bonds. The longer the life
the more possibility there is that the assets may be affected by obsolescence
and general decline in values. As accountants in quest of the facts, the truth,
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who profess to state it as fairly as possible to all concerned, how far should we
go in the matters mentioned in this paragraph? Where does our responsi
bility end? This is a timely and vastly important subject which I trust our best
talent will develop. How many of us would purchase a bond or stocks for
$1,000 if we knew that $350 of it was for appreciation? What should the
sentiments of an investor be if an investment in bonds or stocks results un
favorably and then he learns that 35 per cent of the investment was represented
by appreciation which should have been disclosed?
“There seems to be some confusion as to the difference between ‘Deferred
charges’ and ‘Prepaid expenses.’ In ‘Verification of financial statements,’
deferred charges are detailed as prepaid expenses. I prefer the following:
Prepaid expenses:
Interest, insurance, tax, etc.
Deferred expenses (describe)
“ ‘ Verification of financial statements ’ does not include specifically the item of
customers’ notes discounted.
“Turning to the credit side of the balance-sheet, its first major heading is
‘ Liabilities.’ But if a concern owes money it is more than liability, it is indebt
edness. If I am sued for $10,000, I have a liability for that amount but no
legal obligation.
“The first subheading is ‘Notes and accounts payable,’ but some persons
might not consider every item down to ‘Total current liabilities’ either a
note or an account. The word ‘payable’ is not altogether necessary as the
term occurs just under the grand heading ‘Liabilities’ or ‘Indebtedness.’
Again, as it is quite a long road to ‘Total current liabilities’ it seems to me that
it would be well to indicate that the items about to be mentioned are due in a
short time, especially as the first word of the first item is ‘Secured,’ which leads
to the idea of a long time. Therefore, I believe it would be helpful to say
‘Short-time obligations’ or ‘Obligations due within a year.’ In practice
‘Securities deposited as collateral’ could be shortened to ‘Securities,’ and
‘Customers’ accounts assigned’ would not require the addition of ‘to the
amount of.’
“The group for ‘Unsecured notes’ could be shortened to:
Notes unsecured:
Acceptances for material and merchandise
Notes to banks
Notes through brokers
“ for machinery, plant, etc.
“ to stockholders, officers, employees
“The group for ‘Unsecured accounts’ could be shortened to:
Accounts payable unsecured:
For purchases, not due
“
“
past due
To stockholders, officers, employees
“Instead of ‘Accrued liability (interest, taxes, wages, etc.)’ the following
would please me more: ‘Accrued interest, taxes, wages.’
“In place of ‘Other current liabilities,’ I would prefer ‘Other current items’
or ‘ Other current indebtedness.’
“The total line would then be ‘Total short-time obligations,’ or ‘Total
indebtedness due within a year.’
“Instead of ‘Fixed liabilities’ I would like to use ‘Long-term obligations,’
as we may hope to pay up all obligations.
“The last item, ‘Contingent liabilities,’ seems to me to be correct for items
that are not actual, legal obligations.”

The work of this committee is to ascertain and to publish definitions of ac
counting terms, setting forth the meanings which the best practice in the pro
fession gives them. It is not its business to coin new words—the present-day
abundance of writers cares for that—nor is it its business to suggest that well
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recognized expressions be abandoned, or that new meanings be given to those
in current use, although it may advise which of two or more conflicting mean
ings should be accepted.
The committee is delighted to receive a communication such as the one
quoted, for it indicates that one accountant, at least, has given the matter
much thought and it leads to a proper discussion of the principles which should
govern the use of the terms employed by accountants.
As will be seen later, the committee agrees on the whole with the termi
nology used by the authors of the pamphlet, “Verification of financial state
ments.” However, this agreement is not based on any narrow ground, but is
founded on the fact that it would be difficult—almost impossible—to find
another committee so fully representative of so many leading schools of thought.
The members belong to firms of national repute, having varying classes of
practice; all the men are active in the affairs of the American Institute,
and they have been trained in different schools. Surely any opinion held in
common by such men is worthy of acceptance.
It must never be forgotten that bookkeeping, which is an essential ally of
accounting, is governed by conventions—it might be called a collection of con
ventions—and, as in social life, while it may often seem advisable to disregard
conventions, such action must always be paid for, and sometimes the price is
prohibitive.
Also, when reading this pamphlet, it must be remembered that it was written
for trained accountants, rather than for students, and properly many details
have been omitted. Otherwise a library rather than a pamphlet would have
been required.
“Balance-sheet,” the committee feels, is the only term in general use which
defines the statement to which reference is made. A “statement” need not,
necessarily, be taken from a set of books, while the term “balance-sheet” can
be applied properly only to a statement prepared from a set of books kept on a
system of double entry.
Abandonment of this term would involve casting to the winds all senti
ment, tradition and historical association, for from the days of Pacioli the bal
ance-sheet has been regarded as something outside of, but based on, the books,
and we still follow his instructions to “Summarize on a sheet of paper all the
debit items . . . and all the credit items.” Since his time such a statement
has always been known as a “balance” or as a “balance-sheet,” and the names
for such statements throughout Europe convey the same idea, e.g., the French
“bilan” from Latin “bilancia.”
It is the opinion of the committee that the term “balance-sheet ” indicates a
statement prepared from a double-entry set of books, that it means nothing
else and that there is no other term which applies only to such a statement.
In such circumstances, the members do not see their way to suggest any change.
On this point the committee fears that the correspondent is like George
Belcher’s lady in Punch and “hasn’t a loop 'ole to stand on.”
As to “assets,” for which the correspondent suggests substituting the expres
sion “asset values,” the committee does not agree for the reason that the
figures shown against assets in balance-sheets, frequently, perhaps in most
cases, do not indicate values. An outstanding example is land, which is so
often shown at cost although its value may be either greater or less than this
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figure, there being no definite ratio between the two and price and value being
unrelated terms.
As to “cash,” the committee agrees fully with the correspondent, but be
lieves that in this case convention has decreed that the expression “cash in
bank” shall mean cash deposited with bankers. At least one of the members
of the committee remembers reading the remarks of an English authority who
expressed the same views as does the correspondent. As a matter of fact, the
money deposited is not all “in ” the bank.
The committee is of the opinion that the authors of the pamphlet mean that
the term “cash in bank” used in the pamphlet is permissible, but it is confident
that neither the authors nor any other authority would adversely criticize
amplification; e.g., Pixley says of cash:

‘‘ It will consist of three main items, viz.:
Cash on current account with bankers
Cash on deposit with bankers or others under varying conditions
Cash in hands of officials of the concern ”
It is not uncommon practice to observe some such distinction. In the case
of a balance-sheet published by one of the large motor-car concerns this month,
the item is described in a condensed balance-sheet as “Cash on hand, on
deposit and on call.” Undoubtedly the expression “cash on deposit” or
“deposited with bankers” is more accurate than “cash in bank,” yet conven
tion has decided that they are synonymous.
As to the receivables, the correspondent says that the “accounts and notes
have already been received.” The committee wonders if this exactly expresses
the meaning he intended to convey. Is an ordinary account receivable
“received”? The account is sent out, not received.
As to notes receivable, it is true that the documents have been received, but
again we face convention, for the entire commercial and legal world understands
a note receivable to be a promise to pay.
The committee shares the views expressed as to “bad” debts and regrets
that it should ever be necessary to use any such term, yet unfortunately there
are bad debts just as there are bad men, and any attempt to hide the fact may
be called euphemistic.
The committee hesitates to discuss the subject of inventories, on which
there have been many hot arguments, but suggests the following: Originally
the word “raw” meant “not prepared for use by heat,” a meaning assigned to
it by Webster and quoted by the United States government in its glossary of
technical terms. Later, a technical meaning was attached to the word, defined
in the Century Dictionary as follows: “in this sense raw is used either of sub
stances in their primitive state, or of partly or wholly finished products,” etc.
The committee believes that the Century expresses more accurately the present
usage; it is also of the opinion that it is wise to add the words “on hand"
for much the same reason as applies to the expression “cash on hand.” The
simple “material” or “goods” without qualification appears inadequate.
Regarding “current assets” the committee is faced with its definition
published in June, 1923, which it still believes to be correct, to the effect that
current assets consist of those receivables, etc., which will be realized im
mediately or which may be so realized without impairing the business.
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It goes without saying that in the majority of cases securities should be
shown at cost, and the authors of the pamphlet lay stress upon the necessity of
preparing a schedule showing the market value of all items under this head
(paragraph 37) and containing a full description of all such securities.
As to “fixed assets” the committee is again confronted with its own defini
tion, which says, “The term 'fixed’ denotes a fixity of purpose or intent to con
tinue use or possession, and does not refer to the immobility of an asset, the
latter being the distinctive characteristic of ‘fixtures.’”
This definition was also published in 1923 and apparently has stood the test of
time, for in the latest edition of Montgomery’s Auditing Theory and Practice is
quoted the law of Ohio stating that fixed assets are those which it is not in
tended to sell in the ordinary course of business.
The committee and the correspondent are in accord on the desirability of
showing on the balance-sheet the basis on which the fixed assets are stated.
Paragraphs 56 to 59 in the federal reserve board pamphlet, under the head,
“Fixed property,” show that the authors of that paper belong to the same
party, for they lay stress on the importance of verifying the cost of items
charged to these accounts.
Very frequently there is confusion between “prepaid expenses” and “de
ferred charges.” The committee knows of no writer who has dealt with this
question more plainly than has Charles B. Couchman in The Balance-sheet.
The committee expressed its views on this matter at some length in The
Journal of Accountancy for October, 1928.
As to liabilities and indebtedness, the committee admits readily that many
concerns would gladly draw a distinction between the two things and say
with the correspondent that liabilities are not necessarily indebtedness, but the
members can not agree with such a doctrine.
Dictionaries state that indebtedness is “the amount owed,” and “The
liabilities of a person or corporate body consist of obligations due to creditors.”
Surely the distinction approaches the invisible! Not one of the committee
would admit liability under an unjust claim—certainly not until the courts had
decided that it was payable. If the correspondent’s contention were sound and
an indebtedness were to arise whenever a suit is brought, the presumption is
that a corresponding benefit would accrue to the plaintiff and he would acquire
an asset. Such a condition would lead many millionaires to divest themselves
of all wealth, while claimants would increase so that we could say with Isaiah
“thou hast multiplied the nation and not increased the joy.”
The committee’s remarks on “accounts receivable” apply to “accounts
payable.” It is an expression established on such secure foundations that it
would be impossible to remove it.
It is the general custom to separate short-time liabilities from those maturing
at a distant date. Probably one year is the period usually taken as a conven
ient dividing line.
Undoubtedly it is true that in many instances the lists of liabilities could be—
should be—shortened; on the other hand there are many cases in which the
suggestions contained in the pamphlet would lead to a lengthening of the list
when an unusually varied class of liabilities existed.
As to “fixed liabilities,” the committee refers to its definition published in
July, 1923:
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“Synonymous with ‘capital liabilities,’ but the term is also used as de
scriptive of long-term debts of legal entities, the proprietorship of which is not
represented by capital stock or wherein there is no proprietary accountability.”

The term is also used, though the committee believes incorrectly, as de
scriptive of liabilities which have been definitely determined. In this sense,
it is synonymous with “actual liabilities.”
Perhaps the committee should apologize for using so much space in the
magazine, but the members feel that the correspondent’s letter was written so
evidently in a spirit of fairness and with a view to arousing discussion on many
points of importance, that it is worthy of a complete reply. The committee
regrets that it feels obliged to differ from the correspondent on many points;
at the same time it is glad of this opportunity to state its attitude on the whole
question of terminology.
If accountancy were a new thing, it might conceivably be wise to select some
recognized authority and have him draw a series of definitions. As it is, we
must adopt those meanings which the profession and the commercial world have
assigned to certain words and expressions. The committee believes that the
days for definition by one man are past. The dictionary of Dr. Johnson is
now little more than a literary curiosity, and is wholly superseded by the work
of groups of men, as the Oxford English Dictionary and others, the authors of
which collate the meanings assigned to words by those who are recognized as
leaders. It is such definitions that this committee has striven to present.
The committee thinks that general acceptance and understanding of terms
are of vastly more importance than etymological considerations. Not alone
in accounting but in every profession terms have come into use through a reali
zation of their convenience irrespective of their academic correctness; such
terms can not be torn out by the roots, and their general acceptance is a suffi
cient reason for their continued life.
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Edited by Stephen G. Rusk
SUMMARY OF RECENT RULINGS

The commissioner’s action in adding to the taxpayer’s 1919 income the
amount of an arbitrary write-off of its book inventory as of December 31, 1918,
is approved, the taxpayer not having sustained the burden of overcoming the
prima-facie correctness of the commissioner’s decision. (U. S. circuit court of
appeals, eighth circuit. Coon Auto Company v. Commissioner.)
Property passing under a power of appointment exercised by a Pennsylvania
decedent in his will should be included in his gross estate, such a power exer
cisable only by will being held to be a “ general power” as contemplated by the
1924 act, ordinary rules of statutory construction rather than state statutes or
state court rulings being held applicable. (U. S. district court, eastern district
of Pennsylvania. Hannah S. Blackburne and Emily L. Blackburne, executrices
of the will of John S. Blackburne, deceased, v. W. E. Brown, formerly acting
collector of internal revenue for the first district of Pennsylvania.)
A percentage of profits from the operation of a plantation set aside under an
agreement to pay the manager a portion of the profits if, over a 10-year period,
they amount to a specified amount, is not deductible by the owner on the cash
basis.
Accrued charitable pledges are not deductible by a taxpayer on the cash
basis. (Court of appeals of the District of Columbia. P. L. Mann v. Commis
sioner.)
Lumber covered by a contract for f.o.b. shipments, none of which was loaded
or marked with the vendee’s name during the taxable year, may not be in
cluded in the vendee’s closing inventory, the evidence being held to show that
the intent of the parties was that title should not pass to the vendee until the
following year. (Court of appeals, District of Columbia. Brown Lumber
Company v. Commissioner.)
Commissioner’s disallowance of a claim for refund of manufacturer’s excise
tax on timing gears approved, such gears having been designed and sold as
replacements on automobiles and trucks. (U. S. court of claims. Foote Bros.
Gear and Machine Company v. The United States.)
Commissioner's disallowance of a claim for refund of manufacturer’s excise
tax on vacuum tanks, electric and hand-operated signals, and searchlights
approved, it appearing that the articles taxed were primarily designed and
specially adapted for use in connection with automobiles and advertised and
sold as such. (U. S. court of claims. Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corporation
v. The United States.)
A taxable dividend rather than a distribution in liquidating is held to have
been received by the taxpayer where two corporations took over certain assets
of another corporation and, without cancellation of stock of the transferor
corporation, credited the taxpayer’s accounts in the transferee corporations
with an amount proportionate to his stock interest in the transferor corpora
tion, later turning over to the taxpayer cash, debenture notes and stock of the
new corporations equivalent to the amount of his credit accounts. The com
missioner’s valuation of the property received by the taxpayer, being in excess
of the credit accounts, is approved notwithstanding the taxpayer’s contention
that the income recognized should not be in excess of such credit accounts.
(U. S. court of claims. Charles H. Strange v. The United States.)
A deduction claimed by the president of a corporation on account of a loss
sustained by the corporation in 1923 for which the president accepted responsi
bility and agreed to reimburse the corporation was disallowed for lack of evi
dence as to the date of payment.
The entire loss sustained on a margin trading account extending from 1921
to 1923 was not allowed for 1923 when the account was closed out, the schedule
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of securities bought and sold showing certain closed transactions in 1922 and
1923. (Circuit court of appeals, second circuit. Monroe Washer Company v.
Commissioner.)
Securities owned by an affiliated corporation, the value of which was less than
the par value of the preferred stock, were turned over in 1921 to a stockholder
owning all the preferred stock, which was preferred as to dividends and assets,
and three days later the remaining assets were turned over to such stockholder,
who turned in her stock in consideration for the cancellation of charges against
her. No deductible loss was sustained by the corporation, the delivery of the
securities being in effect a dividend in liquidation and not a bona-fide sale of the
securities to the stockholder as contended by the taxpayer.
Taxable gain was realized by a stockholder owning practically all of the stock
of a corporation who purchased all of its assets and assumed all of its liabilities,
the effect being to dissolve the corporation and distribute its assets to himself in
liquidation. (Circuit court of appeals, second circuit. Meurer Steel Barrel
Co., Inc., v. Commissioner.)
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE EXAMINATIONS

[Note.—The fact that these answers appear in The Journal of Account
ancy should not cause the reader to assume that they are the official answers of
the board of examiners. They represent merely the opinions of the editor of
the Students’ Department.]

Examination in Accounting Theory

and

Practice—Part I

November 14, 1929, 1 P. M. to 6 P. M.

The candidate must answer the first three questions and one other question.
No. 1 (38 points):
You are employed to certify a balance-sheet of the Bed Manufacturing
Company as at December 31, 1928. At the date of your examination—
March, 1929—the company had closed its books for the year 1928 and pre
pared therefrom the following income-and-expense statement:

The Bed Manufacturing Company
Income-and-expense statement—year ended December 31, 1928

Sales:
Model 1120 (11,246 units)...............................................
“
1220 (1,824 “ ).................................................
Repairs (both models)......................................................

$269,904
48,336
9,040

Less: trade discounts (6%)..............................................

$327,280
19,094
$308,186

Cost of sales:
Inventory—January 1, 1928....................................... $215,422
Purchases—raw material and supplies..........................
82,911
Enameling cost (outside work).......................................
19,605
Crating................................................................................
14,271
Other productive labor.....................................................
48,343
Manufacturing expenses...................................................
36,202

Less: inventory—December 31, 1928............................

$416,754
214,930

201,824

Gross profit............................................................................
$106,362
Selling and administrative expenses:
Salaries—salesmen........................................................ $ 25,026
“ —officers................................................................
32,500
“ —clerical...............................................................
6,125
Traveling—salesmen.........................................................
6,130
Stationery, etc....................................................................
1,115
Telephone and telegrams.................................................
896
Taxes—local.......................................................................
800
Incidentals..........................................................................
1,275
73,867
Operating profit.....................................................................
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Additions to income:
Interest on bank balances and notes......................... $
Discounts on purchases....................................................

43
128 $

171

$32,666
Deductions from income:
Interest on notes payable............................................
$
Discounts on sales (cash)................................................

1,823
3,613 $ 5,436

Net income before federal income tax...............................

$ 27,230

You ascertain that the company maintains no cost-finding records, as part
of the general bookkeeping system, but fixes its prices on the basis of estimated
production costs.
Your attention is directed, almost immediately, to the fact that the relative
balance-sheet presented shows an inventory value of approximately 75 per
cent of the total current assets, an analysis of which discloses the following:
Summary of inventory—December 31, 1928

Quantity

Model

Finished stock in warehouse—crated:
1120 Mahogany................................. .. 1,089
1120 Walnut...................................... .. 1,527
1220 Mahogany................................
477
686
1220 Walnut......................................
Finished stock wrapped but not crated:
1120 Mahogany.................................
220
118
1120 Walnut......................................
1220 Mahogany.................................
86
22
1220 Walnut......................................
Finished parts in stock-room:
1120 Mahogany—head ends........... .. 2,643
471
1120 Walnut — “
“ ...........
1220 Mahogany— “
“ ........... .. 1,876
803
1220 Walnut — “
“ ...........
1120 Mahogany—foot ends............ .. 2,415
402
1120 Walnut — “
“ ............
1220 Mahogany— “ “ ............ .. 1,944
1220 Walnut
“ ............. .. 1,112
1120 Mahogany—side rails............ .. 4,818
1120 Walnut — “
“ ............ .. 1,202
1220 Mahogany— “
“ ............ .. 4,136
1220 Walnut
“ ............ .. 1.532
Cast-iron and sheet-iron parts—not enameled:
465
1120—head ends...............................
205
1220— “
“ ...............................
407
1120—foot ends.................................
226
1220— “
“ ................................
1120—side rails................................. .. 1,013
600
1220— “
“ .................................
Casters:
1120..................................................... 72 gross
1220..................................................... 46 “

Unit
price

Total

$17.75
17.75
21.50
21.50

$19,329.75
27,104.25
10,255.50
14,749.00

17.35
17.35
21.00
21.00

3,817.00
2,047.30
1,806.00
462.00

9.00
9.00
11.50
11.50
7.00
7.00
8.75
8.75
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

23,787.00
4,239.00
21,574.00
9,234.50
16,905.00
2,814.00
17,010.00
9,730.00
6,022.50
1,502.50
5,170.00
1,915.00

8.75
11.25
6.75
8.50
1.15
1.15

4,068.75
2,306.25
2,747.25
1,921.00
1,164.95
690.00

18.75
26.25

1,350.00
1,207.50

Details of the inventory, as at January 1, 1928, were not available.
With the foregoing data before you, prepare a report in detail containing
comments on existing conditions and suggestions for improvement.
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Solution:
The Board of Directors,
Bed Manufacturing Company,
Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Gentlemen:
As requested by you, we have made an examination of the books and records
of the Bed Manufacturing Company, Fort Wayne, Indiana, for the purpose of
preparing a certified balance-sheet as at December 31, 1928. During the course
of our examination, we ascertained that the company kept no cost-finding
records as a part of the bookkeeping system and we made a detailed investiga
tion of the inventory, since its value represented approximately 75 per cent of
the total current assets.
We ascertained that the inventory of merchandise on hand at December 31,
1928, was valued at estimated production costs which were found to be un
reliable. A test indicated that the estimated costs of the component parts of
each of the two models were in excess of the estimates used in valuing the com
pleted beds. This inconsistency is brought out in the following tabulation:

Model
1120

Particulars

Model
1220

Inventory value of
1 head end............................................................................... $9.00 $11.50
1 foot end.................................................................................
7.00
8.75
2 side rails at $1.25 each........................................................
2.50
2.50
4 casters at $ .13 each......................................................
.52
4 casters at $ .18 each........................................................
.72

Inventory value of unassembled finished parts, before con
sidering wrapping and crating........................................... $19.02 $23.47
Inventory value of finished stock, wrapped, but not crated..
17.35
21.00
Difference in the inventory value (not including cost of as
sembling and wrapping, which would increase the dif
ference).................................................................................. $ 1.67 $ 2.47

The unreliability of the estimated production costs is brought out also if a
comparison is made of certain of these estimates with the actual costs. For
example:

The cost of enameling, according to the profit-andloss statement prepared from the books, of the
13,070 beds sold during the year amounted to ....
The estimated production cost of enameling accord
ing to the inventory was 70 cents per bed. The
estimated cost of enameling the 13,070 beds sold,
therefore, would be 13,070 X 70 cents, or.........
The excess of the actual cost over the estimated cost
amounts to.............................................................
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Further—
The cost of crating, according to the profit-and-loss
statement prepared from the books, of the 13,070
beds sold during the year, amounted to...........
The estimated production cost of crating as used in
the inventory and applied to the sales for the year
would be:
Model 1120—11,246 beds at 40 cents..................
Model 1220—1,824 beds at 50 cents.................

$14,271.00

$4,498.40
912.00

The excess of the actual cost over the estimated cost
amounts to.............................................................

5,410.40

$ 8,860.60

As the inventory at January 1, 1928, $215,422, was only $492 more than at
December 31, 1928, $214,930, and as the opening inventory was not available
for our inspection, it was assumed in the above comparisons that both in
ventories were substantially the same, both in units and in amounts. As the
records did not permit an analysis to determine the cost of repairs, which were
treated as income ($9,040), no adjustment could be made to relieve the ac
counts of such cost.
A comparison of cost of the beds sold during the year, based upon the esti
mated inventory values and based on the cost shown in the profit-and-loss
statement, shows:
Model 1120—11,246 units at $17.75..............................................
$199,616.50
Model 1220—1,824 units at 21.50..................................................
39,216.00
Cost of sales based upon estimated inventory values....................
Cost of sales per profit-and-loss statement...................................

$238,832.50
201,824.00

Difference...................................................................................

$ 37,008.50

The company appears to be more than adequately stocked on model 1120,
and very excessively stocked on model 1220. The average monthly sales re
quirements of the two models, based on the quantities sold during 1928 as
shown by the profit-and-loss statement, are determined as follows:

Number sold during year..........................................
Average number sold per month..............................

Model 1120
11,246
937

Model 1220
1,824
152

The number of months’ supply of finished stock, including that crated and
that not crated, reflected by the detailed inventory, was as follows:
Quantities:
Crated:
Mahogany............................................................
Walnut..................................................................
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Not crated:
220
86
Mahogany........................................................
118
22
Walnut..................................................................
Total.................................................................

2,954

1,271

Months’ requirements................................................

3.15

8.36

Considering, further, the number of beds provided for by the enameled
finished parts on hand, we find the following:
Model 1120
Model 1220
Mahogany Walnut Mahogany Walnut

Beds provided for by finished parts:
Head ends (1 per bed)...................
2,643
471
1,876
803
Foot ends (1 per bed)....................
2,415
402
1,944
1,112
Side rails (2 per bed)...................... 2,409
601
2,068
786
Considering only the complete beds which can be prepared from the smallest
number of available parts for each model and finish, we find that the company,
in addition to considerable quantities of odd parts, had finished parts sufficient
to assemble additional beds as follows:
Quantity Months’supply

Model 1120:

Mahogany..................................................................
Walnut........................................................................

2,409
402

Total.......................................................................

2,811

Model 1220:
Mahogany..................................................................
Walnut........................................................................

1,876
786

Total.......................................................................

2,662

3.0

17.5

Assembling these items, we find that the company possessed finished or
nearly finished stock sufficient for future sales requirements as follows:
Model 1120
Months’ requirements provided by:
Finished stock..........................................................
3.2
Finished parts..............................................................
3.0

6.2

Model 1220

8.4
17.5
25.9

It is very doubtful whether the carrying of six months’ requirements is
necessary, and certainly there is no necessity of carrying over two years’ re
quirements. And it should be noted that these figures do not include the odd
finished parts which would remain after assembling beds from the enameled
parts, nor the unenameled cast-iron and sheet-iron parts.
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The points brought out in the above report suggest very forcibly the need for
a practicable and accurate system of cost-finding and inventory control, from
which regular reports on costs and on inventory could be prepared for the
executive in charge. Production should be restricted to the manufacture of
those parts necessary to complete the beds in process, and sales effort should be
increased to dispose of those on hand, particularly model 1220.
Yours truly,
No. 2 (30 points):
The directors of five corporations, all situated in the same state, desire to
consolidate. With that end in view they draw up and sign an agreement to
be submitted to all stockholders of record, setting forth the plan of the pro
posed consolidation and stating its purposes and advantages.
You are called upon to audit the books of account and records of the five
companies and to present a certified balance-sheet showing the book value
of the capital stock of each company. You are then to prepare a schedule
showing how much stock of the new corporation should be issued in payment
for the stock of the companies about to be consolidated.
You are next required to prepare a balance-sheet giving effect to the con
solidation, after it has been unanimously approved.
The result of your audit of the individual companies, as of January 1, 1929,
accepted by the several boards of directors, was as follows:

Carter
Atlas
Ladd
Reliable Excelsior
Yarn
Cotton Finishing Print
Mills
Mills
Co.
Co.
Works
Cash.............................. $
3,198 $ 167,071 $ 54,316 $ 8,464 $ 7,800
Inventories...................
402,649
376,476
384,627
32,904 265,644
Fuel and supplies........
17,270
18,759
20,241
2,876
14,290
Accounts receivable—
Selling agents..........
130,974
24,756
42,420
Other........................
2,200
55,402
2,125
98
10,456
Mill store account....
17,846
2,500
4,250
Insurance unexpired.. .
16,241
564
387
2,341
Interest accrued..........
1,451
1,298
963
1,400
950,000
1,054,674
Property and plant. . .
1,265,455 175,602 141,750
Other real estate..........
75,000
24,000
Investments.................
25,000
655,810

Assets

$1,504,024 $1,809,947 $2,484,379 $221,294 $441,904

Liabilities
Notes payable.............. $ 175,000 $ 300,000 $ 75,000 $ 62,850 $110,000
Accounts payable........
3,675
22,380
8,444 121,864
Wages accrued............
5,437
2,675
Reserves for 1928 income taxes...............
14,645
16,245
14,475
Reserves for depreciation............................
650,000
452,853
928,332
30,743
Surplus.........................
179,024
38,774
486,223
62,147
Profit for previous six
months......................
450,762
Capital stock — common...........................
500,000 1,000,000
500,000 150,000 100,000

$1,504,024 $1,809,947 $2,484,379 $221,294 $441,904
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The Carter Yarn Co. owns 250 shares of capital stock of Excelsior Print
Works, and Ladd Cotton Mills owns 12,260 shares of Atlas Mills. Both
blocks are carried on the books at cost.
The capital stock of the companies is as follows:
Carter Yarn Co................................... 25,000 shares, par value $ 20
Atlas Mills........................................... 20,000
“
“
“
50
Ladd Cotton Mills..............................
5,000
“
“
“
100
Reliable Finishing Co.........................
1,500
“
“
“
100
Excelsior Print Works........................
1,000
“
“
“
100
The new corporation is organized under the name of the Carter Ladd
Corporation with an authorized capital stock of 75,000 shares, par value
$100 each.
The Reliable Finishing Co. and Excelsior Print Works are taken into the
merger at 100 per cent of their capital stock, surplus and all reserves; the
other three companies at 80 per cent. This is to be computed to the nearest
whole number of shares and the balance applied to surplus.
Solution:
The problem states that the Reliable Finishing Co. and the Excelsior Print
Works are taken into the merger at 100 per cent of their capital stock, surplus
and all reserves; the other three companies at 80 per cent. The only reserves
shown in the balance-sheets of the companies are reserves for 1928 income
taxes and reserves for depreciation, and, as required, under a literal interpreta
tion, these reserves are considered in determining the number of shares of the
new company to be distributed. It is a little difficult to understand why any
of these merging companies should receive stock without deduction for a
liability such as that represented by the reserve for taxes, or why it should
receive stock without deduction for accrued depreciation of assets. However,
the instructions in the problem appear to be definite, and therefore the reserves
are added to the stock and surplus.
Incidentally, it is strange that the balance-sheet of Reliable Finishing Co.
should include $963 of accrued interest receivable when its total receivables
amount to only $98. However, the problem informs the candidate that the
balance-sheets submitted are “the result of your audit,” and for that reason
(if for no other) it would probably be inexpedient for the candidate to question
such matters.
In determining the stock allotment what shall we do about Carter Yarn
Company’s investment in Excelsior Print Works, and with Ladd Cotton Mills’
investment in Atlas Mills? If, for instance, we give Carter Yarn Company
stock of the new company based on its stock, surplus and reserves, we shall be
paying it for all of its net assets; but after we have apportioned stock to the
other companies they will distribute the new stock to their stockholders, and
since Carter Yarn Company owns one fourth of the stock of Excelsior Print
Works the Excelsior Print Works will distribute one quarter of the Carter
Ladd Company stock to the Carter Yarn Company. Thus the Carter Yarn
Company will be paid twice for its investment in Excelsior Print Works stock;
once when it receives stock direct from Carter Ladd Company, and again when
it receives Carter Ladd stock from Excelsior Print Works. Therefore, the
equitable thing to do appears to be to deduct the intercompany stockholdings
from the capital stock, surplus and reserves of the several companies in deter
mining the stock which each company will receive direct from Carter Ladd
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* Red.

Distribution to stockholders..................................................................

Number of shares ($100 par) of the capital stock of the Carter Ladd
Corporation to be issued .....................................................................
Adjustments for intercompany holdings:
Excelsior Print Works (250/1000) ................................................
Atlas Mills (12,260/20,000) ............................................................

Taken into merger on basis of—
Percent .................................................................................................
Amount..................................................................................................

Total ..................................................................................................

Deduct:
Intercompany investments at cost:
Excelsior Print Works (250 shares)..............................................
Atlas Mills (12,260 shares).............................................................

$ 944,577.00

655,810.00

$2,381,562.00

10,950 1/4

518 1/4

10,432

80%

13/20
11,311 7/20

* 738

12,050

80%

14,544 13/20

738 13/20

13,806

80%

$1,043,219.20 $1,205,017.60 $1,380,601.60

$1,304,024.00 $1,506,272.00 $1,725,752.00

25,000.00

$1,436,985.00

14,645.00 $ 16,245.00
452,853.00
928,332.00

$ 650,000.00 $ 467,498.00

$

$1,329,024.00 $1,506,272.00

650,000.00

Total capital stock, surplus and all reserves..............................

$

Ladd Cotton Mills

$1,000,000.00 $ 500,000.00
38,774.00
486,223.00
450,762.00

Atlas
Mills

$ 679,024.00 $1,038,774.00

179,024.00

$ 500,000.00

Carter
Yarn Co.

Total reserves...................................................................................

Reserves for 1928 income taxes .........................................................
Reserves for depreciation....................................................................

“ All reserves”

Total capital stock and surplus

Capital stock and surplus:
Capital stock ........................................................................................
Surplus..................................................................................................
Profits for previous six months ..........................................................

Particulars

1,500

1,500

100%

$150,000.00

$150,000.00

$150,000.00

$150,000.00

$150,000.00

Reliable
Finishing
Co.

Total

$3,466,930.00

$2,107,293.00

25,000.00
655,810. 00

$5,574,223.00

1,554 3/4

* 518 1/4

2,073

100%

39,861

39,861

$207,365.00 $3,986,203.40

$207,365.00 $4,893,413.00

$207,365.00

$ 45,218.00

$ 45,365.00
30,743.00 2,061,928.00

$ 14,475.00

$162,147.00

$100,000.00 $2,250,000.00
62,147.00
766,168.00
450,762.00

Excelsior
Print
Works

Statements of computations determining the number of shares of the Carter Ladd Corporation issued to the companies entering into the merger agreement
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Total liabilities .....................

Liabilities
Notes payable ...............................
Accounts payable .........................
Wages accrued..............................
Reserves for 1928 income taxes .
Reserves for depreciation............
Surplus...........................................
Profit for previous six months ..
Capital stock—common ..............
Capital stock issued .....................

Total assets ...........................

Accounts receivable—
Selling agents ............................
Other..........................................
Mill store account........................
Insurance unexpired....................
Interest accrued ...........................
Property and plant ......................
Other real estate ...........................
Investments—
Excelsior Print Works.............
Atlas Mills ................................
Goodwill........................................

Cash ...............................................
Inventories....................................
Fuel and supplies.........................

Assets

4,250.00
2,341.00
1,054,674.00

2,500.00
1,451.00
950,000.00
75,000.00

1,000,000.00

500,000.00

$

Co.

564.00

387.00
963.00
175,602.00

$221,294.00

766,168.00

$441,904.00

$4,666,910.00

(4) 450,762.00
100,000.00 (3) 2,250,000.00

25,000.00
655,810.00

3,986,100.00

156,363.00
8,112.00
45,365.00
2,061,928.00

$ 722,850.00

$6,980,718.00

1,199,980.00

198,150.00
70,281.00
17,846.00
23,942.00
7,453.00
3,587,481.00
99,000.00

Balance-sheet
of merged
companies
$ 240,849.00
1,462,300.00
73,436.00

$4,666,910.00 $6,980,718 . 00

(2) 3,986,100.00

(1)
(1)

Adjustments
and eliminations
Dr.
Cr.

(5) 1,199,980.00

$110,000.00
121,864.00
2,675.00
14,475.00
30,743.00
62,147.00 (4)

$441,904.00

1,400.00
141,750.00

10,456.00

7,800.00
265,644.00
14,290.00

$

Excelsior
Print
Works

98.00

8,464.00
32,904.00
2,876.00

$221,294.00

$

Reliable
Finishing

75,000.00 $ 62,850.00
22,380.00
8,444.00
5,437.00
16,245.00
928,332.00
486,223.00
450,762.00
500,000.00
150,000.00

$2,484,379.00

655,810.00

42,420.00
2,125.00
17,846.00
16,241.00
1,298.00
1,265,455.00
24,000.00

$1,504,024.00 $1,809,947.00 $2,484,379.00

14,645.00
452,853.00
38,774.00

650,000.00
179,024.00

3,675.00

$ 175,000.00 $ 300,000.00

$1,504,024.00 $1,809,947.00

25,000.00

130,974.00
55,402.00

24,756.00
2,200.00

Atlas
Ladd CotMills
ton Mills
$
3,198.00 $ 167,071.00 $ 54,316.00
402,649.00
376,476.00
384,627.00
17,270.00
18,759.00
20,241.00

Carter
Yarn Co.

C arter L add C orporation
Working papers, January 1, 1929
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Corporation, because companies holding stocks of affiliated companies will be
compensated therefor later when such affiliated companies distribute Carter
Ladd stock to their stockholders. It is for this reason, therefore, that the inter
company stockholdings are deducted in the working papers on page 67, set
up to determine the amounts of Carter Ladd stock to issue direct to each
merging company. These working papers indicate the number of shares which
each company is to receive for its net assets exclusive of intercompany stock
holdings, the adjustments to compensate companies for their intercompany
stockholdings, and the total or net amount of Carter Ladd stock which each
company is to receive.
Carter Ladd Corporation
Balance-sheet, January 1, 1929
Assets

Current assets:
Cash
Accounts receivable—
Selling agents......................
Other.....................................

$ 240,849.00
$ 198,150.00
70,281.00

Inventories...............................
Fuel and supplies....................

268,431.00

1,462,300.00
73,436.00 $2,045,016.00

Interest accrued..........................
Insurance unexpired...................
Mill store account......................
Property, plant and other real estate:
Property and plant................ $3,587,481.00
Less: reserve for depreciation .
2,061,928.00 $1,525,553.00
Other real estate.....................

99,000.00

7,453.00
23,942.00
17,846.00

1,624,553.00

1,199,980.00

Goodwill.......................................

$4,918,790.00
Liabilities and net worth
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable.............................................. $ 156,363.00
Notes payable....................................................
722,850.00
Reserve for 1928 income taxes.......................
45,365.00
Accrued wages...................................................
8,112.00$ 932,690.00
Capital stock:
Authorized—75,000 shares of a par value of
$100 each.................................................... $7,500,000.00
Less: unissued....................................................
3,513,900.00 3,986,100.00

$4,918,790.00
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In preparing the balance-sheet after the merger it is assumed that the
reserves for income taxes and for depreciation will be carried to the books of
the new company, although they are not regarded as liabilities or deductions
from assets in determining the stock allotment. Therefore the balance-sheet
of the Carter Ladd Corporation will be merely a combined balance-sheet of the
five merging companies after (the following numbers in parentheses refer to
adjustments in the working papers on page 68) (1) eliminating the inter
company stockholdings, which will have disappeared, (2) setting up the capital
stock of the new corporation to be outstanding, (3) eliminating the capital
stocks of the old companies, which will be retired, (4) eliminating the surplus
accounts of the old companies, since they can not properly be carried to the
books of the new companies, and (5) setting up a balancing figure of goodwill.
The problem states that stock is to be issued to the nearest whole number of
shares and the balance applied to surplus. Since a new corporation can not
reasonably start with a surplus, particularly when it is offset by an arbitrarily
established goodwill, it seems proper to reduce the goodwill by this surplus
residue, which has been done in the working papers on page 68.
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ACCOUNTING IN THE LUMBER INDUSTRY, by H. W. Eckhart
Harper & Bros., New York. 291 pages.
In his volume, Accounting in the Lumber Industry, H. W. Eckhart has con
cerned himself with the presentation of a system of accounting and a set-up of
accounts and statements looking toward the final goal of a uniform system of
accounting for the lumber industry. The author, while recognizing the diffi
culty of formulating a plan which meets the requirements of all operators,
nevertheless has skilfully attempted to overcome all the usual obstacles by de
vising a system which, as he says, “must provide for enlargement, elaboration,
curtailment or revision without destroying the basic outlined principles.”
He further states that “the impression should not be created that detailed
uniform accounting demands a complicated bookkeeping system; quite the op
posite is true, and the most successful known method is one which, through the
cooperation of the industry at large, will provide the best and most necessary
information without entailing a repetition of entries in a duplication of records,
or a burdensome office organization.”
In the introductory chapter he refers to the progress already made by va
rious lumber associations in the direction of uniform accounting methods and
statistics.
The second chapter deals with the balance-sheet, furnishing, by means of a
pro-forma skeleton balance-sheet, all the account titles and numbers deemed
necessary, each account being quite fully discussed in the text. Lengthy dis
cussions of accounts peculiar to the lumber industry, such as lands—under
timber, cut-over, etc.—timber, logging railroads and equipment, roads and
bridges, camps, etc., are also included.
In chapter three a skeleton profit-and-loss account is set forth with suitable
explanations of accounts, and in the succeeding chapters occurs a full discussion
of operating accounts leading to the profit-and-loss account, such as lumber
logs, cedar logs, cedar posts, cedar poles, lath, shingles, wood, pulp-wood and
bark accounts. Under each of these operating departments are set forth
skeleton forms of statements for sales, manufacturing, logging or otherwise,
with the names of all accounts listed and account numbers indicated, accom
panied by full explanations.
In the succeeding chapters supplementary manufacturing costs, such as
sawmill expense, yard and piling expense, planing-mill expense, dry-kiln ex
pense and shingle-mill expense, are presented in a manner similar to the ac
counts previously mentioned. After dealing with the subject of shutdown
overhead, a chapter is devoted to burden-cost controls. Illustrations are fur
nished showing the expense accounts that may be used and the manner of allo
cation for such group expenses as barn and teams, and railroad expense.
Considerable detail is submitted in a chapter devoted to depreciation and
the various methods that may be followed, and under the title of “The account
ing records ” numerous forms are submitted as used by the Wisconsin Land and
Lumber Co., Mich.; Holt Lumber Co., Wis.; Peavy Wilson Lumber Co., La.;
St. Paul and Tacoma Lumber Co., Wash.
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Mr. Eckhart’s book will be of interest, written as it is by a man evidently
well acquainted with the practical problems involved in lumber accounting, to
lumbering concerns, professional accountants and students of accounting prob
lems involved in this character of business.
William Whitfield.
AUDITING PROBLEMS, by J. Hugh Jackson. The Ronald Press Co.,
New York. 534 pages.
We have had a book on laboratory work in general accounting as taught in
one of the great universities of the east. (See Professor Walker’s Problems in
Accounting Principles, reviewed in The Journal of Accountancy, November,
1929.) The west responds with a similar work by J. Hugh Jackson of Stan
ford University, Auditing Problems: A Comprehensive Study in Principles and
Procedure. As its title implies, it contains problems in the special field of
auditing to which the student is expected to apply his previously acquired
knowledge of principles and procedure gathered from standard textbooks.
These problems are actual cases, or are adapted therefrom, drawn from business
life, and are stated in the preface to be divided into three general groups, viz:
problems stating the facts, which the student is required to solve in the tra
ditional classroom way; problems with erroneous solutions which he is expected
to correct, and problems with correct solutions as furnished by “giants” in the
profession which he must analyze, stating why he does or does not agree with
them. Since there is nothing to indicate to which class a given problem be
longs, the laboratory test is thoroughly searching and all that can be desired.
It is what every auditor faces in practice.
After a preliminary chapter on the duties and rights of auditors, the author
gives some ninety problems covering the entire progress of an audit from
preliminary survey and instructions through verification of assets, liabilities
and operations to the final balance-sheet, financial statements, certificates and
reports. The closing chapter deals with investigations, new financing and
accounting advice, the last being a bit above the average student, I should
think, and something that might as well have been omitted. It takes years of
experience to make a safe advisor! All the problems deal with corporations,
naturally perhaps, considering the widespread use of that form of business or
ganization, but it seems unfortunate that no space at all is given to sole pro
prietorship or partnership. While the auditing of the business accounts of
all types is practically the same, there are special problems, in the case of
partnership particularly, that might well have received attention.
An excellent bibliography by topics with reference to book and page leaves
no excuse for a lazy student to plead lack of data; and a good index furnishes
quick reference to technical steps.
W. H. Lawton.

BUSINESS REPORTS: INVESTIGATION AND PRESENTATION, by
A. G. Saunders and C. R. Anderson. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,
New York. 410 pages.
It may seem somewhat out of place in an accountants’ journal to review a
book such as Business Reports, written by two members of the English faculty
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of the University of Illinois, especially since only two references are found
therein which refer specifically to accountants’ reports. Nevertheless, inas
much as the accountant of all professional men should be able to construct a
report which reflects a professional touch, there is undoubtedly much in the
book worthy of his serious consideration. The ability to write concisely, pre
cisely, and with conviction is a personal asset of priceless value all too often
found lacking in the accountant who otherwise may be commended.
The first portion of the book presents what are said to be the steps of business
investigation and problem analysis: working plan make-up; data gathering,
recording and interpretation. To the seasoned practitioner, this part well
might be entitled, “ Carrying coals to Newcastle.”
The second portion presumably shows how to present the data in a report in
such a fashion as to induce a reading and acceptance of its recommendations.
Now, if the accountant has the ability to visualize and to reason from the gen
eral to the specific, there is much of value in this part of the book.
Like the criticism that was advanced in relation to a certain book on auditing
—“it would take two years to complete an audit if all points suggested were
covered”—the person who attempts to utilize in practice all the suggestions
made in this book probably has a two-months’ task ahead of him in writing an
ordinary report. This is the severest criticism the reviewer can offer, judging
the book from a practical viewpoint. However, since the volume apparently
may be classed as a textbook emphasizing the teaching of principles and pro
cedure of report-writing to students in a college of business administration, a
textual concept probably is responsible for its voluminousness—a course must
be of certain length, and text assignments must last right up to its end. Ex
cluding the course idea, the student technician, particularly the major in
accounting, is apt to obtain sufficient aid for his accounting report work from
material much more condensed in nature than this book suggests; in fact, the
reviewer utilizes less than 100 typewritten pages for “putting over” the idea to
those it has been his privilege to guide in the preparation of accounting reports.
The authors state that the book “should be helpful to the director of research
in any firm. . . ; (and) to the executive ...” An efficient executive, in the
opinion of the reviewer, ought not to be particularly interested in verbiage both
detailed and repeated—considerable matter in the second part seems only a
repetition of ideas advanced in the first portion.
Nevertheless, it is believed that the book has merit which is sufficient to
assign to it a place in the present scant literature of a general nature dealing
with this particular subject.
George E. Bennett.
THE ABC OF ACCOUNTING, by Stanley Edwin Howard. Princeton
University Press, Princeton, New Jersey. 302 pages.
A discussion of the merits or demerits of The ABC of Accounting can not be
presented fairly without an early reference to the author’s purpose in preparing
the book, for its value must first be judged in relation to that purpose. Its
possible adaptability to other uses is a secondary consideration.
The book was written primarily as an explanation of fundamental accounting
concepts to university students studying economics as part of a liberal curricu
lum. It is presumably an outline of these concepts from an entirely non-pro-
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fessional angle, and aims at a broadly educational exposition of elementary
accounting principles and procedure. Thus it is concerned with a non-technical
discussion of the various types of financial and operating statements and of the
equations and relationships which are constituted therein; a cursory review of
the bookkeeping procedure in recording business transactions, and a brief de
scription of the records most frequently employed.
The presentation, generally, is exceedingly able, and the continuity is well
maintained, although, as is to be expected in a small volume dealing with an
extensive subject, the movement is very rapid. From a practical view, fault
may be found with the relative importance attached to the various subjects
touched upon by the author, as it seems disturbing to the balance of the work to
find twenty per cent of the entire book devoted to the subjects of interest and
discount, and only about ten pages to so important a topic as inventories. The
twelve pages devoted to cost accounting are entirely insufficient in scope and in
exposition, and the comments on this subject are of little value to one otherwise
unfamiliar with the methods of cost finding and cost reports. In many other
instances clarity is sacrificed for the sake of brevity, and it is doubtful whether
the uninitiated reader would find it possible to comprehend fully the functions
and mechanical procedure involved in control accounts, wasting assets, etc.
In view of all this, it seems that of itself the book would be insufficient to ex
press fully and coherently the range it covers, and its use would seem to be
limited decidedly to academic work as a textbook, to be supplemented and en
larged upon in class lectures. It follows, as a corollary to this criticism, that to
the practical accountant, or to the student of elementary accounting, this vol
ume could have little to recommend it. To the former, it would convey merely
an outline of theory containing simple principles known to every beginning
junior accountant, and illustrations of forms of utmost simplicity; to the stu
dent, its brevity and conciseness would again render it unsatisfactory.
From these viewpoints, the title seems to be misleading, for the book is in no
sense a complete compendium of accounting principles.
Milo B. Hopkins.
ADJUSTMENT OF FIRE LOSSES, by Prentice B. Reed. McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc., New York. 429 pages.
The author of Adjustment of Fire Losses, Prentice B. Reed, is the assistant
United States manager of the Phoenix Assurance Company, Ltd., of London,
England, and has had considerable experience extending over a number of years
in all problems relating to fire insurance, but especially in adjustment of fire losses.
It is needless to point out that accountants can be of material assistance to
their clients in the adjustment of an insurance loss of any kind in which their
clients are involved, and this book should prove extremely useful to the account
ancy profession in showing exactly how such adjustments are made by an
insurance company.
There is considerable accounting procedure outlined in the book, and the va
rious accounting methods used in adjusting losses are well worth an account
ant’s study. The chapter on “use and occupancy” adjustments is extremely
interesting and instructive.
The contents of this book, while technical, are interesting.
Lee J. Wolfe.
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